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ABSTRACT
Thia Unified Sciences and Mathematics nsiNElementary

Schools (USMES) unit challenges irdents to improve traffic flow at a
problem location. The thallenge is general enough to apply to many
problem-solving situations in mathematics, scitence, social science,
and lasquage arts at any elementary school leVel (grades 1-8). The
Teacher Resource Book for the unit is divided into five*sections.
Section I describes fhe USKES approach to student-initiated -
investigations of ceal problems, including a discussion of the nature
of USMES "challengei." Section II.provides an overview, of possible
rtudent activities with comments on 'prereq0site skills, -

instruptional strategies, suggestions,when usipg the unit with
primary grades,'a flow chart illustrating how investigatipns evolve
from studehts' discussions of traffic flow problems, A.nd a
hypothetical account pf intermediate-level class activities. Section
III provides documented events of actual grade 5 dlass activities.
gection.IV includes lists of."How To" cards and background papers,
bibliography of fton-USMES materials, And a glossary. Section V
consists of charts identifyin§ skilfk, concepts, processes, and areas

,of study learned as students becoMe involved with traffic flow
investigations. (JN)
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Preface

The USMES Project
1

4

4

Unified Sciences and Mathematics.for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambqdge Con=
ference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES1has been
funded by the National Science Foundation to develop and
carry out field trials of interdliciplinary units centered

on long-range investigations of real and practical problems
(or "challenges") taken from the local school/community
environment. School planners can use these units to design
4 flexible curriculum for.grades one thfough eight in which
real problem solving plays an important role.

Development and field trials were carried ouf by teachers
and students in the classroots with the assistance of univer-
sity specialists at wbrkshoOs and at occasional other meet,
ings. The work was coordinated by a staff at the Education
Developmept Center in Newton; Massachusetts. In addition,
the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs in-
volving schools, districts, and college's that are carrying
out local USMES implementation'programs for teachers and
schools in their area.

Trial editions of the folloiging units are currently
available:,

Advertising

Bicycle Transportation

Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People

Drninglor Human
ign.Lab Design

nating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants

Manufacturing
Mas7ICommunications

Proportoons

ix

Nature Trails
OrientatiOn
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property

//School Rules

School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic.Flew

#Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions,

*Sek Goals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Maaematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.,

//Available fall 1976.
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fn,responding toya long=ranae challenge, the saudents
and teachers often have need of a wide range Of-resources.
In act, all of the people and materials inthe school and

nity are important resources for USMES activities. .

J.ISMES provides.rasources in addition to these. One resource
for students is the Design Lab or its classroom equivalent:

using_the tools.and supplies available, chlldren can follow
,through on their ideas by constructiing m9asuring tools,
testing apparatus, models;.etc. gother resource for stu-
dents is the "How To" Cards, Each set of cards gives infor-
matfon abiut a specific koblem; the students use.a'set only. '.
when they.want help on that particular problem.

Severak types of resources are availahle for teachers:
the USMES Guide, a Teacher Resource Book for each.challenge,
background Papers', a Design ab-Manua1, and a CurriCulum
Covelatibn,duide. A'complet'e bet of all these written
materials comprise what is called the,USMES library. This
library, which shonld be aiiailable in each'school using
USMES units, contains the following:

1. The USMES

The USMES Guide is a compilation of materials
..that may be used for long-range'planning of a

curriculum that incorporates1the USMES program.
an addition to baiic'information about the,s
project, the challenges, and,related materials,

it contains charts'essessing the strengths of
" the various challenges interms of their-pos-

sible subject area content.4
r

2. 'Teacher Resource Books (one for each challenge)

Each book Contains a deS.Criptiodepf the USMES
approach to real problem-solving ietivities,
general information ahojt.the partiaplar unit,
edited logs of class activit4s, other written
materials relevant to the unit; and charts
that indicate the basic skills4 processes, and, ,

areas Of study that may be lOarned and utilized
as students become engaged ih certain possible

3. Deiign Lab 'Manual

,

Thid coiltains sections on ,the style of DesignsLah

activities, safety considerations, and Winventory

.
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of tools and supplies. Because many "hands-on"

activities may take place in the classroom,
the Design Lab Manual should be made availabl,
to each USMES teacher.

4. "How To" Cards

These short sets.of cards provide information
to students about specific problems that may
arise during USMES units. Particular computa-
tion, graphing, and constrUction problems are
discussed% A complete list of the "How To"
Cards can be found in the USMES.Guide.

5. Background Papers

These papers are written to provide intormation
for the teachers on techhichl problems that
might arise as students carry on various inves-
tigations. A complete list of the Background
Papers can be found in the USMES Guide.

6., Curriculum Correlation Guide

This volume is intended to coordinate other
curriculum materials with the Teacher Resource
Books and to provide the teacher with the means
.to integrate USMES easily into other school,
aCtivities and lessons.

\

The preceding materials are described in brief in the
USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to the
local community. A variety,of hther dissemination and im-
plementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups invOlvedl in local implementation programs. They
include Preparing people for USMES: An IMplementation
Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, the USMES newelet-
ter, videotapes of classroom activities, a generftl report on
evaluation results, A map showing the locations,of schools
conducting local implementation of USMES, a lisf'of experi-
enced USMES teachers and university consultants, and news-
paper and magazine articles.

Besides the cohtributors listed at the heginaing of the
book, we are deeply indebted to the many elementary school

xi



basi for this book. Without their efforts this book wOuld

whose investigeplons of the challenge form the

not have been possible. Manx thanks to the Planning dommit-
tee for their years of service and advice. Many.thankb also
to othertypembers of the USMES staff for their suggestions
and advice and for their help in staffing and organizing tht
development workshops. Special thahks also go to Christopher
Hale for his efforts as Project Manager during the develop-
ment of this book. #

1

Because Tri-Wall,was'tbronly readily.available brand of
three-layered cardboard-at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to-Tri-Fall can.be fqund throughout the Teacher Re-
'source Books.- The addresses of companies that supply three-
layered cardboard can be rolled in the Design Lab Minual.

I
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IntroduCtion

Using the'Teacher Resource Book .

411

4
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1

When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curriculuEl.
The USMES approach to student-initiate0n4Stigations of
real probleEs is outlined in section A of this Teacher Re-
source Book.

Section B sta s wilh a brief overview of possible stu-
dent activities arising from the challenge; comments on pre-
requisite skills are included. Following that is a discus-
sion of the clabsroom strategy fgr U§MES real problem-
solving activities, including intrAtiction A the chSllenge,
student activity, resources, and Design.Lab use. Subsequent
pages include a description of Ole:use of the unit it pri-
mary grades, a flow-chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
ttlat the teacher may fin& useful for focuiing the students'
activities 611 the chatlenge.

Because stldefits initiate all the activities in response
to the challenge and because the work of one class may dif-
fer from that undertaken by.other classes, tenchers.familiar
with USMES need to read only sections A and B before intro-
ducing the challenge to students.
' Section C of this book is the documentation section.
ihehe edited teachers' logs eh& .the variety of ways in
Which students in different classes have worked at finding-
a solution to the chagenge.

Section D contains'a list of the titles of relevant sets
of "HowiTo" Cards and brief de&criptions of the Background
Papprs pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D
is a glossary'of the term used in the Teacher Resource Book
and an annotated'bibliography.

:

Section E 'contains charts that indicate the comparative
strengths of the unit in terms of real problem solving ?
mathematics, science, social science, and language att4: It
also contains a list of explicit examples of real problei
solving and other subject area.skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts and'
lists are based on documentation of activities that have
taken place in USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time.which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, feach-.
ers can postpone teaching that part of their regular program
until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have- not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.



1. Real Problem Solving and II8MES
3

. k

If life were of such a constant Oture that
there were only a fey chores to do and they were
done over and over ii exactly the same way,.the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the dutset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.
Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in.the
future. In such a world the ability to adjust and
td'solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

Real Problem Solving USMES iE based.on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an importane skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of stu-.

dent investigations of real probleis. Real problem solving,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which

' involves 'students in investigating and lolving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the
school curricultim and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is
interesting to children because it is both real, and prac-

. . \ tical. The firoblem.is real in deveral respects: (1) the
problem applies.to some aspect of stud,ent life in the school
.or community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
.known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire situation With all the
accompanyiing variables and complexities, and (4) the problem

' 'is such that the.work done bi the students can lead to some
' improvement in the situation. This.expectatIon of useful

41k,
accomplishment provides the motivation for children:to carry
out the comprehensive investigations needed to-find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at which the children approach the problems,
the investigations that they 'carry out, and the solutions

*Kenneth B. Hendersoh and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics," itThe Leakning of Mathematics: Its TheOry
and Practice, TWenty-first Yearbook of the National Cduncil
of Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,
1953), p. 233.

o_
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that they devise may vary according to the age and ability
of the children. However, real problem solving involves

..them, at some level, in all aspects of thesproblem-solving
process: definition,of the problem; determination of the
important faCtors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;

,discussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutibns;
clarification of values; decision making; and communications
of findings to others. In addition, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, tore
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

The USMES Approach To learn the process of real problem solvi4,the stu-
dents must encounter, formulate, and find some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose.the vari-
,ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real,problem-solving actIvitiedo the teacher acts as a,
coordinator and collaborator, notan aUthoritative answer-
giver.

The.problem is first reworded by students in gpecific
,terms that apply to their school or community, and the
yarious aspects of the problem are discussed by the class.
The students theft suggest approaches to the problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups report
periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified,and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, york on an.USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real 'problem solving does:not rebi solely on the
discovery-learning concept. in the real world people have
access tercertain facts and techniques when they recognize
the need for themiThe'same shouldbe true in die classrnom.
When the stUdents find that certain facislana skills are
_necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly and quickly in a minw direeTed way to acquire
these facts and skills. Consequently, the studentsoshould
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still.be
left with a wide\scope to,explore their own ideas and
methods.

20\
,



Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
sets of USMES "How To" Cards. The students are referred
only to the ser for which they have clearly identifie-d
need and only when they are unable.to proceed on their own.

4Each "How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill in-
. volved--"How to Use e Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph

Picture of Your Date," etc., (A complete list of the "How
, To" Car& can be found in ChapIter IX of the USMES Guidi.)

Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its classroom.equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen=
tral location for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities& Ideally, it is a separate room with
space for all necessdry'tdppIies'and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it,may be as small as a
corner of the.classroom and may contain only a few tools and

; suRplies. Sioce the'benefits of real problem solving can be
Obtained by the students only,if they'hae a means to fol-
'low up their ideas, the availability of.a Design Lab can be
a vdry important asset.

Optitally, the.operarion.of the sChool's Design,Lab

&
should be such as to make it evailable to the'students when-
ever they need it. It should be ak free as.possible from
set scheduling or Qrogramming. The students.use the Design.
Lab to try out thar own ideas end/or to design,,construct",'
test, and improve Ivy devices\initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optiMum operation of
the.Design Lab may not alwaystbe possible chlW to various. '

limitations, "hands-on" activities maytake place%in the
classroom dtren though a Design Lab may.not he available.

.(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in
Chapter VI of-the USMES Guide, while a completelist of "HoW
-To" Cards cove4iig such Design Lab ski13.13 as:Owing, gluimgy

nailing, soldering; is contained in Chapter IX.)
- Work on all:USRES'challenges-is not only sufficient/7
complex to requirethe collaboration of the whole class bui
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to tis/her interest and atiility. However, it
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students

from the.class are carrying out the investigation qf a unit.1
challenge,,tbe extent of their discovery'and liarhing can be
expected to be 'less than if.more membera.of the class are
involved. 'While it is possible for A 'class to work on two
related units at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just one.,

A -The mount of,tiime'spent each week, working ot an U6ES
challenge is crucial to,a sucdessful keenlutfon of.the

.4

* 41. w
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Importance of the Challenge
4.

-

problem. Each challenge is designed po that the various
investigations will take from thirty%to forty-five hgurb,
depending on the age of-the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the
results of the investigations. Unless sessions are held t

illeast two r three times Na. Week, it is difficult for the

children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-
come involved intensively With the challenge.' The length of
each session depends upon the age level of the children and
the nature of the challenge. For example, children in the
primary grada may proceed better by working on the challenge

*more frequently for shorter periods-Of time, perhaps-fifteen
to twenty minutes, while.older children may proceed better
by wolking less frequentlyifor much longer periods of time:

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge
kindigate when the class's general participation in unit
ictivities should end. (Premature discontinuance of work
on a specific challenge is often 'due more to waning interest
'on the part of theteacher than to that of the students.)
However, some srudents may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, while'the others begin to ddentify -

possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Although individual (or group) discovery and student ,

initiation ofinvestigationsis the process in USMES units,
this does not imply the constant encouragement of random.
activity, Random activity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it ihould be
made available at various tima. During USMES activities,
,however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their fforts are focused Onlinding
sOme solutiOn,to the real and practical problemlfresented
in the USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are motivated to Arercome many difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the_goal of effecting some
change or at least of providing some useful information to
others. Because the children's commitmentlito finding a
solution'to the challenge is one of the keys to successful.' ,

'USMES work, it is extremely imPortant that the challenge be

introduced so,that'it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem,to which they are willing to devote 4 con-
siderable amount of time.

The challqine not,only motiv(etes the children by stating
the problem but also provides them with a criterion for
judgingtheir results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right tv if. it helps,us find An answer to our problem. it's'

. .

,

. 22 .\
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a good thing to do)--givesIthe children's idees and results
a-meaning within the euatelt or-their goallidny-t-ed-chers
havefound this concept so be a valuable strategy ,that not
only allows the teacherjo respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to

'judge the value of their efforts.

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
' teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for dpen
classroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaningfUl lijay

that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a COordinator and collaborator. Assist,
not direct, individuals or groups of students
as they'investigate different aspects of the.
problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions at least tqo or thrie times

a week so.that the children have a Chance to be-
come involved in the challenge and carry out
comprehensive inves4gations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
,

initial hands-ft work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to wOrk in the.
Design Lab.

-%

5. Be patient in letting the Children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer
assistance or point out sources of help for
specific information (such as ihe "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their approach to the problem. Conduct
skill sessions as neoessary.

Prav,de frequent opportunitie

and.student exchanges of idea
cussions. In most cases, stu
'their ow4.critical examinatio

they havd usedvrimpt6ife ar se
in their .investigatione.

for group reports
.in class dis-
ents will, by
of the procedures

new directions

7

,
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USMES in the Total School Program

r44

a. V

#

.7. If necessary, ask appYopriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' ,thinking so that they.will
make more extensive and comprehens1* investiga-
tions or analyses of.their data.

8. .Make sure that a.sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve).,are working on the

challenge So that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated Y'
the progress they peke in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of invest ga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's
'role in the USMES strategy is to providee classroom at-
mpsphere in which all students can,,in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.

/

'Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving '(under,different names) is an important skill.to
be learned. In this mode of ltarning particular emphasis

is placed on.developing skills to deal pith real problems
rather than the skilks heeded to obtain "correct" answers
to oSntrived problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultdnt investigations, USMES is ideal for uSe as an impor-
tent part of the elementary school program. Much'of the
eime.normally spent in the class on the traditanal ap-
prodches io mdth, science; social sience, and language
arts skills cau'be safely assigned to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to One-third of the total school'
program might be allotted to work og USMES challenges. .

Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional ,

skillEt,.jn addition, reports have indicated that students
retain:for a long-time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
nqimally Spent:in. reinfOrcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if thede skills are learned and practiced in the
cofitext of real problem solving.

Because real problem-sOligg activities cannot possibly ,

cover all the'skills and concepts ig the major subject
areas, other c(lrricula as well ad other learning modes

,.(such as °lecture method)" "individual study topiu," or
'programmed instruction) need'tb. be 'used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
understanding Kovided by real probleM solving, and, in
some cases, work on.an USMES challenge provides the Context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find application.

In order for'real problem solving taught by VSMES to have
an optimal value in thg school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethoughto and the sequenoe
of challenges investigated by students during.their years.in
elementary scllool should involve them in a _variety of skills
and processes! Because all activities are initiated by'stu--
dents in response to-the challenge, it is impossible to .

state unequivocally which activities will.take place. How-
ever, it Is possible to use the documentation'of activities
'that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule in-
struction op the specific skills and processes requirea by
the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teaching the skills.that might come up in work on an
USMES chsllpnge until later in the year. At that time stu-
dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already learned them during their USMES activities.

These basic skills, processes,'and area of study are
listed in alerts and lists contained in each TeaCher Resource
Book. A teacher can use these charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject.disciplines. Examples'of in-
dividual skills and processes..are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a student may en-

. counter during the course of his inVestigations. These
charts and lists may be found in section E.

Ways In Which USMES DifArs From Other AB the foregoing-indicates, USMES differs significantly
Curricula from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the

problem-solving ability of students.and does it in a way .

(learning-by7doing) that leads to a fuLl understanding of
the process. Because of the following differences, some
teaCher prepatation.is necessary. Some teachers may have
been /ntroduced by othet projectS to several of the follow-
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and
learning that_real Problem solving involves.

1. New Area of Learning--Real problem solving is a

new area of learning, not just a new approach or
a new content within an already-defined sUbject

,area. Although many subject-patter curricula,

Ot- .
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4include something called problem solving, much ,of
.this.problem solving involves contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situition and does not
.require the cognitive skills needed for thenal-
vestigation, of, real and practical problems.

Learning the cognitive strafegy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds 4-
of learning.

3 InterdisciplinarY Educatfen2-Real problem,solv-

ing.integrates the digtiplinei in a natural way;
there is no need to imPose a multi-disciplinary
atructure:, Solving real and practical.problems'

; requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes' from manydisciplines. The number
and range of disciplines are unrestrIsted and .,

.the importance of each ill demonstrated in work-
ing toward the solution of practical problems.

I.

3. -Student Planntng-TTo learn the process of prob-
lem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, mtst analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search .

out the facts, and judge the correctness of.the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-
solving activities the teacher acts as a
Coordinator and collaborator, not as
authdritative source of answers.

4. Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing, or discov-
ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally.in real problem solving since
the probleme tackled by each class have unique
aspetts; for eXamp1e,.40:fferenf lUnchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as.defined In each
situation, provides the focus for the children's__
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring.instruments,

scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some.units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authoritieg.

1

5. Learning Skills And Concepts as Needed--Skals
arid concepts are learned in real problem:solving

. 0 .

- ., Or% .
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as the need for them ariqes in the context
of the work being done, rather Ulan having a
situation imposed-by?the teacher or the text-
book being used. Teachers may direct this '
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
dents may search out information themselves
from resburces provided.

6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a
real problem usually require$ the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone. Although some work may-'

be done individually, the total group:effort
provides good opportunities for division of
lOor and exchange of ideas among the groups

4
and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and_changes,in order to meet thy needs of the
different stages of inliestigation. ,

7. Student Choice-41eal probleesolving offers 1

classes the opportunity to work on problems
'that are real tethem, not just to thh adults
whIprepare the curriculum. In addition,

stildents may choose ta investigate particular
aspects of the problemiaccording to their
interest..'The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to,
make some contributiOn towards the solution qf

110. the,problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that partleUlar intellectual
structure.

11
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13.Ckmeral Papyrs cal Traffic Ilow

1. OVERVIDIYOF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Recommend and try to have a change
accepted so that the flow of traffic
will be improved-at a nearby problem
location.

Assible Class Challenges:
rea

How can the flow of traffic around
the traffic ciro& be im-
proved so that children may cross

-the street safely and%more quickly.'

Investigate ways
patterns so that
go faster along
Try to have your
accepted.

to change traffic
school buses could

Avenue.
rcommendation

Make Street a safer street
to ride bicyc10§ along.

6

Although children do not drive automobiles themselves,
they are often endangered or inconvenienced by rush-hour
traffic jams, speeding cars, and long waiting periods on
street corners. Frequently, problems in crossing a street
at an intersection may be solved during work on a Pedestrian
Crossings challenge as children,recommend the installation
of stop signs or traffic signals or request that "WALK"
lights be left on for longer periods of time. In many cases,
children working on a'Pedestrian Crossings problem will find
that the best solution is to change the flow of automobile
traffic at a dangerous intersection, leading to work on a
_Traffic Flow chalfenge.

In other cases a Traffic Flow problem will arise when the
class finds that fast-moving carp endanger children ri4ing
bicycles or playing near or along a particular street. Some-
times class discussions of traffic jams or accidents at par-
ticular intersections or of problems children encounter while
walking or riding the .bus to school may lead to work on a
Traffic Flow dhallenge (e.g., "What can we do to help cars
move more quickly through the intersection of X and Y
streets?"). Children might conduct a survey or study of ---
traffic problems in the area before focusing on a challenge-
which concerns a particular problem location.

Once a target location has been chosen, the children hold
class discussions to decide what things they need to know
about the traffic iatterns of the particul%r street or inter-
section. They identify some of the thinks that they feel
can be improved at the problem location, such as speeds of
automAiles or amount of time cars take to get through the
intersection.

Working in,groups, children may take photographs or movies
,of the area to document heavy traffic flow: "bottlenecks"
that create traffic jams, or hazards to pedestrians and cyr
clists. They may interview local residents, store-ownerS,
city officials, or other students to collect additional evi-
dence of the problem and ideas for possible solutions. Other
students collect quantitative data on the traffic problem.
They may record arrival times of cars at the intersection or

-.time cars passing between two points to determine speed.
Other important data may be obtained from counting cars pass-
ing a particular point'or stretch of roadway. This informs-

13
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tion may be used to calculate traffic volume at the problem
location. Classroom trial of traffic flow (children acting
as cars) is beneficial as a means of testing data collection
methods.

Once children have collected data through survey or mea-
surement activities, they may make graphs to help in analyz-
ing their information. Histograms of car speeds, bar graphs
comparing traffic flow at different locations (or the same
location at different timea of day),,, and conversion graphs
to help change car speeds from feet per second to miles per
hour will be particularly useful to students working on a
Traffic Flow problem.

Students may use the information obtained from graphs and
data analysis for helping them decide on a particular solu-
tion to recommend to anthorities.%,Older students may design
simulation ex?eriments, using data already collected, to try
out some of their ideas. Possible solutions to various,traf-
fit problems include: rerouting trgffic by means of one-way
streets; imPosing parking restrictions; constructinkover-
passes, underpasses, or access roads to highways; changing
speed limits; increasing local bus services; or promoting
carpools for commuters.

If the solution might involve a new road design, students
may construct scale models in the Design Lab or draw scale
maps to compare alternatiye designs.

In addition, they may want to obtain data on amount of
curvature or length of acceleration and deceleration lanes.
Other types of information they may need include data on
sight distances or car braking distances.

Students may also research local traffic regulations and
enforcement procedures or Investigate accident statistics,
or spoE Maps. They might conduct cost analyses of their al-
ternative solutions to tlind out which are the least expen-
sive. If their solution involves a rerouting of traffic or
construction of a roa4way, they will find it helpful to
obtain land use plans for the area.to compare their sugges-
tions with officially proposed changes.

Before promoting their solutions,'the children will need ,

to consolidate,their work, arrive at a final set of recom-
mendations, and prepare their presentation to the authori-
ties--local,orstate traffic Officials. If their solutions
are accepted did implemented soon after presentation, chil-
dren might conduct follow-up studies to determine the ef-
fectiveness of the changes. Other proposals may lead to
additional activities on'the part of the class, such as ad-
vertising campaigns at local industries or offices to pro-

4



2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
TRAFFIC FLOW

mote estaLishment.pf car pools that'would decrease traffic
volume at rush hour'. ,The.childrents continued interest in
the problem may also lead to a..study of transportation

planning or to promotion of alternative transportation.meth-
ods in the city or region. Techniques acquired in Traffic
Flow investigations may also be applied to the Bicycle
Transportation or Pedestrian Crossings challenges.

Although many of these activities may require skills and
concepts new io the children, there is'no need for prelim-
inary work on these skills and conCepts because.the children
can learn them when the need arises. In fact, children
learn more quickly and easily when they see.a need to learn.
Consider counting: Wiereas children usually learn to count
by rote, they can, through USMES, gain a better understand-
ing of counting by learning or practicing it within real
contexts. In working on Traffic Flow children also learn
aia practfte graphing, theasuring, working with *decimals, and
dividing. Although diViding-seems necessary to compare
fractions or. ratios, primary children can mike comparisods
graphically; sets of data can also be compared graphically
or'by subtracting medians (half=way values). Furthermore,
instead of using division to make scale drawings or models,
younger children can convert their measurements to spaces
on graph paper. Division may be introduced at the proper
grade level during.calculation of percentages or averages.

The Traffic Flow unit revolves around a challenge--a,
statement that says, "Solve this prOblem." Its succdss or
failure depends largely on (1) the relevance of the problem
for the students, and (2) the process by whick they define
and accept the challenge. If the children see the problem
as a realmore, they will be committed to finding a solution;
they will.have a focus and purpose for their activities._ If,

the students do tibt think the pkoblem affects them, their

atterom a finding soldtiona are likely to be disjointed
and cursory.

The challenge as stated in the Traffic Flow Resource Book
is generel enough.to apply to many situations. Students in
different.tlasSes define anct,reword the challedge to fit
their particular situation and thus arrive at a specific
class challenge. "Recommend and try to have a change ac-
cepted so that ihe flow of traffic will be improved at a

32
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,The Process of Introducing the
011allenge

4.

nearby problem location" has been restated bY smile classes

in terms of a specific street with heavy traffielthat causes
traffic jams.

Given that A Traffic Flow problem existS, how can a

teacher, without being directive, help the students identify,
the challenge that.they will work on as a group? 'There is
no set method because,of the variations among teachers,
classes, and schools. Howevet, USMES teachers have found
that certain techniques are helpful in introducing the
Traffic Flow challenge.

One technique is to turn h spontaneous discussion of a
recent event relating to a traffic problem tagard asTraffic
Flow challenge. For example, the teacher might focus a dis-
cussibn of an automobile accident along a busy road on the
challenge by asking theass liow the accident could have
been prevented.

A fifth-grade class in Ariington, Massachusetts,,,
began the Traffic Flow unit through a discussion of
traffic problems in the immediate vicinity of the
school: Class attention focused on nearby Route 2
'where a 6hild had been,killed the year before. Stu-
dents related their personal reactions to the inci-
dent and possible actions which qould be taken to
ma e the road safer for the children who had to
cro s it.

A discussion of personal experiences with traffic jams or
slow-moving traffic might be turned toward suggestions for
improvements at intersections,or along roadways that are
frequently jammed.

A fifth-grade class in Watertown, Massachuseits,
N\ 'became involved in Traffic Flow during class dis-

cussions of problems students encduntered while
bike riding and traveling with parentg through

Watertown Square. Children'began diagramming the
square, labeling the variops streets, end identi-.
fying the.traffic problems. A trip was planned to
obserVe the square and to gather,necessary data
for designing and constructing'models of the area.

33
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Often, work on one challenge leads to another.. For ex-%
ample, students working on the Pedest,rian Crossings'chal- '

lenge night find that the best way to solve a crossing prob-
lem is to reroute traffic.through an intersection. They
might then begin to investigate,the best way to change the
existing traffic pattern, leading to work on the Traffic
Flow challenge by either the whole class or a group within
the class.

Students in a sixth-grade class in Lexington, 8assa-
chusetts, conducted an advertising campaign for pe-
destrian safety in their school. Towards the end of,
the year they decided to focus on safety problems in
the school driveway and parking area. A group of
children conducted a survey of vehicles using the
driveway and estimated their: speed. Another group
made scale models of the'area and teachers' cars to
use in working out solutions to the problems. The
class ended their investigations by offering five sug-
gested improvements to the principal.

.

When a class works on two or more related USMES chal-
lenges at the same time; children divide into groups to con-
duct investigations on the various problems. However, there
should be at least ten to twelve students working on any one
chalrenge; otherwise, the children's work may be fragmented
or superficial or may'break down compretely.

The Traffic Flow challenge may also evolve frot a dibcus-.
,sion of a specific topic being studied by the class. For "

example, students studying transportation systems may ob-
serve local roadwayS; when they become aware of problem
areas,'such as bottlenecks or dangerous intetsectionsi.they'
may decide to collect data on these problems in orOr to
propose helpful changes.
t Sometimes the discussion oi a broad problem_may encompags

the challenges of several related units. For, example, a .

discussion of how ,they Mto school can lead the students'
to the challenges for T Flow, Bicycle'Transportation,
Pedestrian Crossings, or Getting There as the children iden-
tify specific problems.

" A fourth- and fifth-grade class in Durham, New Hemp-
shire, discussed the nature of traffic and what could
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be learned about it. The claps talked about pedes-
triv, bicycle, and aut6mobile traffic. Children
werrmost interested in auto traffic; they discussed
experiences they had had while riding in,cars with
their families. The class ocused on the town's cen-
tral traffic area and the Problems created, by exist-
ing traffic patterns.

experiencbd USMES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of the several challenges"that
may arise Aiming the discussion of abroad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opPortunity to select
the challenge that they are most interested in investigating,
it does place on the teacher the.additional responsibility

of being prepared to act as a resource.person for whichever
-challenge is chosen.:

,

Classroom experience has shown that children's,progress
on the Traffic Flow challenge may be poor if the teacher and
students do not reach a common understanding of what the

. challenge is before beginning work on it. This is particu-
larly true.if the,teacher introduces a broad problei and
does not encourage the children to delineate a specific chal-
lenge. Having no shared focus for their work, the children
will lack the motiVation inherent in working together to
solve a real problem As a result, they may quickly lose
interest.

I

Children in a fifth-grade Class discussed problems
they,experienced in getting to school safely( in-
cluding crossing dangerous intersections, riding
bicycles without a pathWay, and having long.and
crowded bus rides to-school. The class divided into
grolups to work-on different problems. Within groups,'
children collected data on flow of traffic and stu-
dent propsing-timps, conducted opinion- surveys on ,

crossin4 problems and problems,riding school buses,
and conitructed scale models of roadwa4s. 11Tvever,

the problem was too broad and the groups Were too
small for any significant changes, ta result from

,

their Work.,

).

A timilar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than
"induring that the children have agreed upon a Traffic Flow
challenge, merely assigns a seried of activities. Although

0 :
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he or she may see how these activities relate to auoverall
goal, the children,may not.

A fifth-grade class staJted work on the Traffic Flow
challenge by discussing the meaning of "traffic."
They were given road maps of the area and asked to
solve problems using them. They took several,walks
to nearby intersections with a list of questions
given them by the teacher. In trying to answer these
questions, the,children',observed the traffic and
counted cars. However, the teacher never issued a
challenge to the children. Consequently, their work
was never focused, and interest in the unit died out.

19'

§tudents have the best success with the Traffic Flow chal-
,lenge if they foCus on a real traffic problem that is near
at hand. Classes investigating a traffic situation.that,is
in an area far from the schoa will usually become disin-*
terested Ocause -children will find the problem too far re-
moved from their personal experience to be sufficiently chal-
lenged.

Once a class has decided to work onia Traffic Flo?: chal-
'lenge, USMES sessions need not be rigi ly scheduled4 but
they should be heldseveral times a week. :When sessionb
are held infrequently, students often have difficulty:remem-
bering exactly where they were in their investigations and
thefr momentum diMinishes.
_When students begin work on their challenge, they list

aspects of the traffic fldw problem in the area tieing in-
vestigated. This procedure is combined with or followed
by preliminary observations of the problem area and/or opin-
ion-surveys*to identify traffic Problems that other people
feel are critical.-

Next,/the students usually Categorize their suggested
approaches, group)og similar...peas together. h0 children
then set prioritiesofor ihe tasks they consider necessary
'to help solve the particular traffic problem. Most of these .

tasks are carried out by small groups'of children.

Fifth-graders in heatprtown, Massachusetts, worked

on improving eraffic problems in congested Watertbwn
Square. After examining'the area and listing the

4-
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problems that needed to be improved and the informa-
tion they'needed tp obtain, the children divided
into four groups tb work on the challenge: (1) In-
terview Group I to interview pedestrians and store
employees about traffic probsiem; (2) Interview
Group II to interOiew traffic and safety officials
and drivers; (3) Timing and Measuring Group to time
lights and pedestrian crossing times, count cars,
etc.; and (4) Phbtography Groqp to take pictures of
traffic problems.

As various groups complete their Mork, their members join
other groups or form new groups to work on additional tasks.
However, if too many groups are formed, work on the challenge
can become fragmented. .The teacher finds_it impossible to
be aware Of the progress and problems of each group; in ad-

416 dition, the small number of students in each group lessens
the chance for xiaried input and interaction,

As a class works on a TraffiC Flow challenge, the chil-
dren's attention should, from time to time, be refocused on
that challenge so that they do not lose sight of their' over-.

all goal. Teachers find it helpful to'hold periodic Glass
discussions that include group reports on their investiga-
tions of traffic problems. Such sessions help the students
review what they still need to clop order to recommend im-
provements for a roadway or congested area. These discus-
sions also provide an opportunity for students to evaluate
,their own work and exchange ideas with their classmntes.

(Another consequence of having too many groups is that not
every group can.he given enouth time to report to the class,
4thereby increasing the possibility that the children's ef-
forts mill overlap unnecessarily.)

Students should keep in mind the real prnblet that they
are working on while engaging in Traffic Flow activities.

-The theoretical nature of traffic movement and road design
cah easily turn the unit into a study topic unless the
teacher is ware of the dangers involved. This is especially
imPortant when children construct scale models.of existing
traffic patterns and proposed changes for a problem area.
Although model building isextremely helpful for students
Itrying to choose from a number of possible traffic patterns,
students should recognize that models only approximate a
real life situation; they must consider all factors involved

when 'deciding which traffiC pattern is the best to recommend.

1
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A Sixth-grade class began Traffic Flow by examining 1

a model of a hypothetical right angle intersection

and discussing possible changes that could make it
safer. They then decided to investigate a real in-
tersectipn nearby that they felt-was dangerous.

After m4asuring widths of roadways, they broke into
groups to construct,scale models of the intersection
that showed their sOlutiens to the traffic pralem.
Most of the plans they developed involved extensive'

land-taking and relocation of families. When the
children returned to the real intersection, they
were less willing to recomMend such solutions than
they had been when they were dealing with a purely
hypothetical sitilation. They proposei that a traf-
fic light be installed at the intersection and a

policeman be added at peak, houis,to direcetraffic._

Resources for Work on the When children encounter difficulties during their Traffic.
Challenge Flow investigations or try to decide on solutions before

collecting enough data, an USMES.teacher helps out. Instead
of giving answers or suggesting specific procedures, the
teacher asks open-ended questions that stimulate the stu-
dents to think more comprehensively and creatively about
tWeir work. 'For example; instead of telling children that
their solutions need data to suppore them; the teacher might
,ask hoW they can prove to others that a'problem exists.

Rather than tell the children that their ideas for rerouting
traffic are impractical; the teacher might ask them how
much each system would cost, how many families or businesses
would neeet6,be relocated, etc. Examples of other bon-
directive, thought-provoking questions are given at the end
of this section. ,

The teadier may also refer students to the "How To" Cards'
relating to Traffic Flow for information about specific
skills, such as using a stopwatch or,drawing graphs. Often,

, many students or even the entire class may need help in
Tarticular areas such as calculating speeds of cars. Teach-
ers should conduct skill sessions asthese needs_arise. Par-
ticular concepts may belearned in the conteXt of investi-
gating the problem; for example, use of angles to define the
amount of curvature of a' road, can be learned during construc-
tion of a scale model. Other concepts, such as the relation-
ship between speed Of a vehicle and curvature of'a roadway,
can be learned by referring to ffimiliar,examples, such as
what happens when a student rides a bicycle around a corner.

0 s
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(From Bertha Wahl, Grade 6)
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Figure B2-1

Culminating Activities

(Background Papers on Traffic Flow problems provide teachers
with additional information on specific problems associated
with the challenge. Other Background Papers on general
topics may also be helpful.)

A USMES teachers can also assist students by making it pos-
/ sible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on activi-

ties.. During work on the Traffic Flow challenge children
may need to collect data along streets 6r at intersections.
Ttie teacher can help with scheduling and supervising during
such data-gathering activities. If the children's tasks
require them to design and construct items, such as trundle
wheels or scale models of roadways, the teacher should make
sure that they have access to a Design Lab--any collection
of ttlf,ols ancilaiterials kept in a central location (in part
of the ciassroOM, on a portable cart, or in a separate room).
A more dee-ailed accotar Of the Design Lab may be found in
the USMES-4uide. A

Valuable as iCis, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on Traffic Flow. To carry out constrUction activities
in schools without Design Labs, students may scrounge or
borrow tools and suppli s from parents, local businesses,
or other Members of the ommunity.

A.fifth-grade class ,n Washington, D.C., responded
to the Traffic Flow hallenge without using the
Design Lab. Their ivestigations included the fol-
ldwing adtivities: 4servations of three intersec-
tions near school; cOunting care entering and leav-

,-41,74C4 ing a cbmplicated rOtary; measuring the gap times
of cars leaving the rotary along one street; obserV-
ing traffic and measuring the widths of streets at
an intersection; and writing to'the city Traffic
Qivision about their recommendations.

The extent to which any Design Lal; is used varies with
different clasies because the children themselves determine
the direction of the Traffic Flow investigations;

Student investigations.on Traffic.Flow generally continue
until the children haye agreed upon and, recommended some
solution for their traffic problem. Once they have chosen
their solution(s)--a'new road design, a system for rerouting
cars orbuses, or new traffic regulations--they will try to

L4
have them implemented by authorities. They may write let-
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3. USE OF TRAFFIC FLOW IN THE
PRIMARY GRADES

4. FLOW CHART
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ters to traffic officiars describing the data they have
collected on the problem and recommending their change(s).
They may follow up their letter writing by making presen-,
tations or holding informal meetings to discuss and demon-
strate their findings. For example, scale models made by
the students may be useful for simulating changes in traf-
fic situations. If the traffic problem investigated in-
volves a sehool bus route ot traffic patterns in the school
driveway or parking lot, the children may present their
proposekchanges to the principal'or superintendent of
schools.

If a solution' has been.implemented by authorities, stu-
dents evaluate the effects of the 'changes by observing traf-
fic patterns, by measuring speed, volume, or density of traf-
fic, or by conducting attitude surveys among people'affected
by the changes.

; This unit is most successful when tried at the intermed-
iate and niddle School grade levels. Children in primary
grades (K-3) with limited e4erience riding in automobiles
night have difficulty finding a Traffic Flowchallenge that
it a real problem for them. However, in a few exceptional
cases, such as school buses delayed by traffic congestion
Or parked cars in school turn-arounds obstructingschildren's

..) play, Traffic-Flow problems may arise that can be acted upon
F yhunger,chileren.

;

,

The followihg flow,chart presents some of the student
activitiesdiscussions, observations, calculations, con-
structions--that may occur during work on the Traffic Flow
challenge. Because each class will choose its own approach
to the challenge, the sequence of events given here repre-
tfitiii7o5nly a few of the many possible variations. Further-
more, nd one clasS is expected to undertake all the activi-
ties listed.

The flow chart is not a lesson plan and should not be
.used.as one. Instead, it illustrates how comprehensive in-..

vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of a Traf-
fic Flow problem.
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Challenge: Recymmend and try to have a change accepted so that the flow of traffic will be
improved at anearby problem location.

Optional
Preliminary
Activities:

Other USBES Units: Pedestrian Crossings
Bicycle Transportation
Getting There

Possible
Student
Activities:

Study of transportation
or urban problems.

Class Discussion: What problems do you,have riding your bicycle or riding in
a car or bus that are caused by traffic jams, speeding cars, etc.? Is there a
particular place where the flow of traffic might be improved? How might we find
odt what improvements to suggest?

Study of maps and
aerial photograph&

4n-site observations--written
and photographic 'documentations
of traffic problems.

Class Discussion: What are the main problems at this location? Haw can r
collett more evidence of these problems? What information can we collect fram
roadway observations? What can we find out from interviewing other people?
Haw big a sample do we need? Haw do we choose our sample? Formation of groups
to work on data collection.

4

Design and construction of
measuring instruments.

Classroom trial of measurement
procedures.

Data Collection: Measuring
car and bus waiting times

and times to travel from one
point to another. Time and
distance measurements for
figuring speed:

1
Calculation of median
waiting times, travel
times, speed of cars.

e

Data Collection: Photo-
graphing or counting
number of vehicles on a
street at a given in-
stant.

Calculatihn of traffic
density.

Data UprebentatiOnl Preparation of
---+bar graphs, histograms, scatter graphs,

conversion_graphs..

4 j

Data Collection: Mea-
suring roadways for
determining scale model
dimensions.

Calculation of scale
for model or drawings.

-Design of stale draw-
ings or construction
of sdale model.

1

Data Collection:
Public opinion survey
of pxisting problems
and possible solu-
tions.

Data Representation:
Tally and histogram
of survey results.

4 4



Class Discussion: Analysis of graphs, drawings,'models. What conclusions
can we draw from our results? Are carp going too fast, too slowly? Are they
observing traffic signs? What different solutions can we propose? How can
we tell which is best?

Data Collection: Timing,

counting, measuring, etc.,
,on different days, at

different times of day.

Cost analyses of Classroom simulation
alternative solu- of proposed solutions.
tions

Research of traffic
rules and regulations.

Class Discussion: What are the best recommendations we can make? To whom
should we present our findings?

IReport and letter writing
to traffic authorities.

Presentation of proposed changes
to traffic authorities or state/
local governments,

Optional
Follow-Up
Activities:

Advertising campaigns to promote
car pooling, observance of traffic
laws, increased use,of buses or
trains.

Other USMES Units: Pedestrian Crossings
Bicycle Transportation
Getting There

4
Stu4 of alterndtge

qtransportation me ods
or urban economics.

4
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5. A COKPOSITE LOG*

Ttks hypothetical account of an
intermediate-level class describes
many of the activities and discus-
sions mentioned in the flow charts.
The composite log shows only one
of the many progressions of events
that might develop as a class in-
vestigates the Traffic Flow chal-
lenge% Documented events from

-actual classes are italized and
set apart from the text.

47

A teacher introduces the Traffic Flow challenge to\her
sixth-grade class during a discussion about the problem of
getting to school on time in.the morning. Several students
have been late getting in because the school buses and par-
ents' cars are frequently held,up by traffic in, front of
the school. Other children who arrive earlier become im-
patient because they have to wait for the late arfivals be-
fore daily activities can begin. The late arrivals, on the
other hand, protest that the situation is not their fault.
One child says that he has asked the bus drper several
times to let them off while they are stuck in traffic fur-
ther down the sweet, but the bus driver says it's against

e.-"-tukes: buses cannot unload until they are in the parking
lot: Other children agree that it would hold up traffic
even more to have a busful of forty students unload in 'the
middle of the street and that this situation would be dan-
gerous for the students as well. Other comments on the
traffic situation are made:

"It's worst when it rains. Then it's backed up to
Canal Street."

"They shouldn't let anybody on that street except
people going to the school when it rains."

"No, that's stupid. You can't leep cars off."
"They should put a cop there. There's one in front

where the walkers come in."

Everyone has his or her own ideas about how to-solve the
problem. However,_the teacher sayi", "Before we talk to any-
one about solutions, maybe we should find out more about

,

the problem. Row can we tell if there really is a problem?"
Children impatiently repeat Some of the compfaints that

have already been made. Thsp one student volunteers to
make a list qf the different aspects:

1. Students are late getting to school.

2. A lot of time is wasted.waiting for'the bus to
unlbad.

3. Cart can't get through ple traffic in the morning
dnAwhen sti naool lets out i the afternoon:

.

4. Car8 stoli and let ttudents out in the street or
'wait to pick them up (this hens up traffic even
more).

5. There are no Places to park during congested
times.

*Written by USMES staff.
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6. Rainy days are really bad because more kids are
driven to school.

The teacher restates her question: "But how can we
prove that these Problems exist?"

Ne can count cars," one student suggests.
,"We can see how long it takes to get our class started

in the morning," another adds.
"Let's make a map to show The congestion,"
Other suggestions follow. During this part of the dis-

cussidn, one child records suggestions while anothe; stu-
'dent draws a rough sketch of the area on the board:

12.f" I
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1

At this point the teacher asks them if they feel they
can work on this traffic problem and come up with a solu-
tion. The class is overwhelmingly enthusiastic, and the
teacher writes this challenge on the board: ,Try to have
changes made in the flow of traffic on Grove Street so that
cars and buses.ban get through more.q!lickly before and af-

,. ter school.

A fifth-grade class in Arl.tngton, MaSsathusetts,

decided thatosdmething had to be done
rotary on a major highway near the school. Acci-
dents occurred regularly, and one of their class-
mates had been killed the previous year while
crossing the highway. The.children decided to
farm groups to observe the hidhway,and to survey
parents about the problem. (See log iy Bernard
Walsh.)
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During the next class pession, the first thing discussed
is general dissatisfaction with the sketch one child has

drawn on the board.
"The parking lot's drawn too small," one student says.

"How big is it really?"another asks.
"We'nead to measure it end draw a better sketch."
The class agrees with this suggestion. After much dis,

cussion and argument, a group is formed to measure not only
.the parkingjot but the whole block, the width of the
'street, and the sidewalk leading from the parking lot to

- ,

the school.
"What other groups do we need?" The teacher asks.
The class lists other information they need to show that

the problem is serious:

1. Amount of time wasted on the bus

2. Number of cars using the street r
3. Number of cars parked along the street

4. Amount of time it takes for a car to go from
one end of the block past the school,to the
next street during congested periods

The clais decides to form three more groups--the Bus
Timing, Car Timing, and Counting Groups--and to call the
first group the MeasuAng Group. The childrenobreak into
these groups to figure out how the different kinds of infor-

mation can be collected.
-

Students in a fiftW-grade class in Watertown,
Massachusetts, were asked what problems their
parents had while driving through Watertown
Square, about fogrrblocks from the school. Stu-

, dents listed problems with 'traffic jams, illegal
parking, and WALK lights not being long,enough
for crossing. Several children immediately
wanted to build a model of the square. Other
groups were formed-to-survey Tedestriansy count
cars on the steets coming into the square, and,
to time traffic ligbt sequences and pedestrians
crossing the streets... (See log by John Flores.)

The children in the Bus Timing Group try to figure out
how they can measure the amount of time wasted on the buses
each dap They quickly decide that_measuring time rested
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would be difficult because they have no standard time_to
compare with the longer timed. One child suggests that
they measure the amount of timeapent on the buses from
the beginning of the block to the time when they unload.
The other children in the group like this suggestion4 Since
the entrance to the parking lot is roughly in the miAdle of
the block, they agree that the distance traveled from the
Canal Street intersection should be about the same as the
distance from the School Street intersection.

They decide to hand out stopwatches to one person on
each of the nine buses so that he or she can clock the time
taken to get from the beginning -ot.the block to the side
entrance of the school. The children with stopwatches wIll
also measure the times spent on buses while traveling from!,
the parking lot to the end of the block in the afternoon of
each daY: Of the eight children in this group, lour Will
collect times while riding on his or her bus; the other
five buses in the school.must be timed by volunteers from
oiher classes who ride them each day.

The task of timing cars passing through seems even more
difficult to plan. The children in the Car Timing Group
realize ehat timing a car over a long distance would not be
an easy,feat. They finally decide to have two students- '

colledt starting times for cars at one 'street corner while
two more collect finishing times at the Apd of the block
(ane student of each pair would operate the stopwatch while

the other would'record); the times could be subtracted to
get travel time from one end of the block to the next.
Everyone in the grftp agrees that not all cars passing
through can be timed. After much argument, the children
decide to time,only VW "beetes.", They plan to have a re-
corder at each end note the first two digits of the license
number for each car so that they can match the beginning
and ending times for each car. The group decides to col-
lect times for tep cars,before school in the morning, ,

shortly before noon, ana after school in the afternoon for
-

a period of several days.

Students in a flfth-grade class in Washington p.c.,
fraiit-edfa-ifielgiiieEFe speed of:cars on a str et

near the school to find out.how many were e ceeding
the speed limit. They decided that they muse time
cars over a certain dfstance in order to find speed.
They began by measuring the distanc between two
poles in the sidewalk, using different measuring
devices and averaging the measurements. Before

, timing cars, the students,used a stopwatch to time
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'each other walkirig and running betweep the poles.

They calculated speed in :feet per secbnd, and then

used the Same method to time cars and calculate
their speed. (prom log by Audrey Robinson.)

The Counting Group is responsible for counting moving
vehicles and vehicles parked along the street. The chil-

dren quickly realize that although copting parked cars
would be,relatively easy, counting moving cars would be
much harder. One student suggests that they count cars
as they move past a certain point-=the lamp post near the
entrance to the parking lot. The rest of the group is in-

terested this suggestion. The teacher, who happens to
be sitti g in on this group's discussion, suggests that

hey out this technique the following morning. Two

children from the group volunteer to count cars to see how
the method works.

When the eoup meets the following morning, the two
children's report is discouraging. ,

"There was a big jam when we were there and the cars

didn't move. There were a lot of cars but we only counted
twelve going past the post in one minute," one student

"We need a way to really show how many cars are in the

block!" a student exclaims. ,

Everyone agrees that it would be nearly impossible to
count the total number of cars along the street at once.
Nott, only do the cars move during the ime needed to count,

but the whole street cannot be seen fc once.

"I know!" says one boy. "We'can Lo it from above!

Let's go up to.the'third floor. You can see the whole
block from Mrs. Petersbn's room."

This still doesn't solve the problem of car movement .

during the counting time, however. At last, one student
Copes up with an idea that everyone agrAs is brilliant.

"We can takepictures," he says: "Cameras ptop cars'in,
their tracks!"

The following day, several cameras are brought in. The -

children appropriate Mrs. Peterson's classroom during lunch
time and test their method for measuring.traffic density,
as the teacher calls it. 'They quickly find that one camera
will photograph one-half of the block; two are necessary to
include all the cars on the block at one time, The group
decides to use the photographs ego determine the number of

parked cars as well.
Two children volunteer to bring in their parents' tri-

pods so that the fields of view could be set up carefully
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before the pictures are taken. Because it is importan to

ha0e the two photos taken simultaneously, the group de des

to station one person at each camera while a third stu ent .

gives the signal to shoot. _They decide to take pictures
three,times a day for several days to collect enough data
for documenting the congestion probleM. (The children

agree that the photos themselves could be useful as evidence
of the problem.) 4.

V The fifth-grade class i1 Watertown, Massachusetts, ,

decided td take pictures og the flow of traffic
through Watertown Square to see if they could
aearn more about the traffic problems. They formed

CO a group to photograph traffic bottlenecks and to
film'cars as they entqred from different streets.
Afterwards, they viewed their movie, examdned
the photographs, and used these visual records to
help them pinpoint problems and propose changes
in the traffic flow through the square. (See

log by John Flores.)

11

During a class discussion the groups make final plans
for Aata-collecting. The class decides to.complete trials
of their methods of collecting traffic data the following
week and then to devote two whole weeks to the actual col-
lecting. To keep costs down, the,Counting Group decides
to take pictures only five daysAout of the ten; other data
will be collected every day. All the traffic data col-
lectors except the childfen taking times on buses will make
their observations starting a, 8:15 A.M., 11;15 A.M.t and
2:30 P.M. during the school day.

Meanwhile, the Measuring Group has decided to make two
trundle wheels to help them pleasure the length of the block,
the width of the street, and the dimensions of the parking
lot. the group works in the Design Lab constructing these
instruments while the other groups are figuring out their .

methods.
The data-collecting sessions go fairly smoothly, al-

though not without problems. For two days it rains and the
children are, unable to collect data outside. The class de-

cides .to have two "make-up" days the following week for the

studdnts working outside. Also, students forget six times
to time buses coming to,school in the morning and leaving
in the afternoon, but because they plan to use averages,
they feel.the data they have will be sufficient.
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Figure B5-1

Students in the fifth-grade class in Arlington,

Massachusetts, took a fiPIrtrip to nearby Route 2
to measure the speeds of cars. After marking out
a distance, the children worked out a signaling
system for timing Volkswagens as they traveled
this stretch of roadway. The children encountered
some problelw in the flild, such as noi being
able t":171ptart the stopwatch on time, confusion
as to w ch cars were being timed, and not being
able to see when the car being timed had reached
the finish line. They discussed these problems
and their méthods.for calculating speed Ain they
returned to the classroom. (See log by Bernard
Walsh.)

1:7"e the data has been collected, the students work in
groups preparing their information to be shown tthe other
children. The children in the Counting Group count the
number of cars in the traffic lanes (on both sidep of the
street) for each day; they add up all the daily tallies from
the photos taken at 8:15.in the morning, then from ttiose
taken at 11:15, and again from the shots taken at 2:30 in
the afternoon. They divide each set by the number of days
(five) to find the average number of cars (traffic density)
for each time period and then make a bar graph of the
averages (See Figure B5-1).

After examining the photos and noting the number of
parked cars, one student in the Counting Group says that
she feels this information is not really important since
"one parked Car is as bad as a lot of them, because every-
one has to move around it to get through." The children

'decide that the nUmber of moving cars wil1 provide enough
information, and they-do not count theiarked ones.

The children in the Bus Timing Group examine their data
on the time spent 'On buses between the beginning of the
block and the school and wonder how to pzesent all the
pietes. The children have collected one set of times for
buses doming into the parking lot and another set for those
leaving in the afternoon. Each get contains between eighty
And rampty pieces of data. (Data was collected for nine
buses over ten days, except for the days when students
forgot.)

The teacher asks the students working in this group what
they plan to show with the information they have gathered.
The students, after much Aiscussion:,decide that they would
like to indicate the amount of time students spend waiting
on buses over a whole year. They realize that this figure

.
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eet Car Travel.
Time*

ec. 1 min. 3 sec.
ec. 1 nin. 29 sec.

1 min* 45 sec..
1 min. 49 sec.

ec. 1 min. 34 sec.;

1 min. 36 sseecc:

1 min. 17
1 min. 57 sec.
1 min. 44 sec.

ec. 1 min. 47 sec.
.

el times into sec-
for,tfie_other

eviewing the "How
To" Cards on histograms, they make three histogiams, each
sbowing data on one hundred cars. The histogram showing
the times it took cars to travel the.one tdock during'the
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8:15 periód is shown in Figure B5-2.

!Wtsn the hibtograms have been made, the children use them
to find the median travel time for eact timing period. They
Iltd,that the median time for the 8:15 period is 95-100
seeotas,; for the 11:15 period?,, 30-35 seconds; and for the

,80785 seconds. In order to show this informs-
tion:to,the class, the group wakes a bai graph of the
Median travel times. (Ses-Figure B5-3).

Besides taking movies and photographs,-the fifth
graders in Watertown, Massachusetts, collected

.

several kinds of data on their trips to Watertown
SIttare.'...TWo groups taped interviews with pedes-

til4ns, drivers, official's, and other people.
4nOtker group 006rited the nuMber of cars comdng

thq,seiti4p,, measured widths of streets,

timotheilbngh of.red lights', and timed
pedéStriariSio$sing the street. Back in the
:-C4ai-01:10.0m,'fhc04ren discussed different
kings24f4raphS 'and decided to make bar graphs
.0:thexr fihdizigS. After making some prelim-

gittphs *thebioderd, the children worked
,in grOaps graphi0",their.resu1ts.on large pieces
of Moet.Z040r,,rhey took another trip to the

ic,Colle0t;aJditiohal information, which
they,..tledpp:1114e now graphs for discussion and

'0i-lp4'bg 4bhn,r1ores-)

T:irki?*:0.edac9^11aCtiag:groupp have been organi4ng
:00_1400441.t'h4t:444,,the Measuring Group has completed

:4efOeakim#0.,#,Otits$de distances and is busy making
a map Wp406,:, 1Triy'heireChosen the scale of 1 cmt--> 5 m

Apy_49;mrtillg their,masurements in meters totmetrs f6snap
-1",11/ea-4-10-Aud-Oe PIN% 44-ci:e:beell completed, three of the

,640iiloratiort t..o the whole class. The
41,irgn54min0h,EyAph0:114,pmmeht on the information

.":"pje ktz0egal,*ttOef or crs on Grove Street is seventy-

4:15 -A .M.Ottrid ,ttie-14e, at '11 :15 A.M. That s a big

,.1116FOIng',t4ergi9eright,rfour cars on the street

'10,:4-.Kite004N,*ters',Iong, that's a lot of

,p4I-A1a6A6**4'pn the number of cars that Use
ihe-,Ittre ,ia';:aiitelent.tillie's of day arid the time it takes

-::"`ttl*p5.(g5i.ipkst -tte kelool., They note that it takes sixty-
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five seconds longer to travel past the school on Grove
Street at 8:15 A.M. than at 11:15 A.M. and fifteen seconds
longer at 8:15 A.M. than at 2:30 P.M.

The children discuss the school traffic problem they\
have documented and decide what to do about it.

"Let's ask the principal to put a cop there in the morn-
ing and the afternoon," someone suggests.

A long discussion of the different changes that could
be made follows this comment. Alternative suggestions are
listed on the board:

1. Make street one-way in morning and afternoon.

2. Widen street to take more cars%if

3. Add an entrance to the parking lot in the back.

am* 4. No parking on one side of street.

5. Policeman or woman.to direct traffic.

One student suggests that the class take a vote on the
different recommendationsl_ but another.child_requests that
they check costv of the various alternatives before making
a decision. When the class agrees,'several childrenyolun-'
teer to form the Research Group. The function of this new
group.is to collect estimated costs for the five alterna-
tives from the local Department of Public Works.

Clildren in a sixth-grade class in Lexington,
Massachusetts, worked on alternate solutions .

to a traffic problem at a nearby intersection.'
They made models ofthe alternatives, which they
presented to the rest of the class. Many of the
plans involved extensive land-taking and reloca-
tion of families. The children felt these plans
were too costly and they decided to concentrate .

'on two suggestions: installing an overhead traf-
fic light and having a policeman direct traffic
during peak hours. They tried to compare these-
solutions by researching their costs. They were
able to find out how much a policeman would be
paid for his labor, but they neVer received a reply
from the state traffic division on the cost of a
traffic light. (From log by Bertha Wahl.)
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After examining the map made by the Measuring Group, the
class decides that it will be easier to plan changes and to

assess the various alternatives if they can actually look

at a representation of the school area. They decide to use
the map to construct a Tri-Wall layout to scale. Seyeral

students volunteer to work on this project in the Design

Lab. When they have Iinished constructtg the,layout, they
add toy'trees, buildings, and cars to make it more realis-

.tic.

Students in the Arlington, Massachusetts, class
made sketches and conqtructed models in the Design
Lab of their problem roadway, Route 2, and the
,way they would like it to be improved. They

spent a great deal of time discussing the best
angles of entry ahd exit onto the highway. They

drew different types of entrance a#d exit ramps -

on the floor and compared them, then used the
best one as the design for a model of their
"future Route 2." The children also built other

models of real and hypothetical traffic,situa-
tions. (See log by 'Bernard Walsh.)

While.the rest of the class works on cost estimates and
the scale model, the Bus Timing Group makes the estimate of
time spent on school buses between the beginning of the con-
gested block and the school over the whole year. -Once the

average time lost over the ten-day period has been calcu-
lated for each bus from their data, the children obtain a
list of the number of children on each bus from the office;
they multiply these figures by the corresponding time per
day for each bus. A sample calculation is shown belowt'

81/2 minutes--average time spent waiting on bus No. 9

each day (rounded off)
x 31 students
2631/2 minutes for all students riding but No. 9 each day

The children add d* total student time spent on all the
buses, and then multiply the sum of the ten ligures by 180,
the number of school days in a year. They come up with the
astonishing figure of 517,320 minutes, or 8,622 "student
hours" spent over an entire school' year by children waiting *

in buses near the school!
During,the next class discussion, the children use the

completed scale model to discuss possible changes in the
flow of traffic on Grove STet. Most children agree
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that widening the street, which means moving trees on one
side, or building a new entrance to the parking lot, which

/means relocdting-part of theiplayground, do not seem to be
very practical suggestions. The ecOnomic figures'of the
Research Group bear out these observations: both sugges-

1tions are too expensive.

Several children favor getting a policeman or police
woman to help direct traffic, but most of the class agrees
that this will not solve the problem of high traffic den-
sity before and after school. However, the children decide
that if'parked and stopped cars were removed from the side
of the street opposite the school, cars would have less
trouble getting through. They plan to recommend changing
the parking regulations as a solution.

When the children discuss making the street one-way,
they realize that they have to take-into consideratton how
parallel streets will be affected by additional traffic.
The Scale Model Group has not bothered to measure the two
streets on either side of Grove Street. Now they.go out-
side to measure length and width of the street and to add
these dimensions to the scale model. They find that the
streets are appxoximately the same width as Grove Street.
The students also note that here are not as many catron
these streets as there are on Grove Street. 4fter serious
discussion, the class decides that both streets can absorb
the additional traffic if Grove Street is changed to a
one-way street.

Once the children in the Watertown class had
collected enough traffic data, they talked
about possible changes to the problem in Water-
toWn Square. Working in groups, they drew up
plahs and made scle modelssof the square which
indicated their changes. Each group also wrote a
report justifying their plan. The models were
displayed in the school lobby and a local news-
paper report on the children's work publicized
their criticisms and proposed changes. (See
log by John Flores.)

During a class discussion ditchildren decide to inform
the principal of their recommendations. They write a re-
port that includes their data and graphs and conclude it
with two recommendations:

1. Grove Street should be made'one-way from 7:45 A.M.
to 8:30 A.M. and from. 2:15 P.M. to 3:00 P.M.
police patrol should put up and take down the sign.
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2. There should be no parking and no stopping on the
opposite side of the street from the school between

those hours. This way traffic can get through.

Stopping should be allowed on the side near the

school, but not.parking.

The diagram below shows the children's proposed changes:

OMB GEMINI 111111
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The class decides..to ask the principal to read their

report and view theirtmod'el. The principal comes into the

class to talk to the children about their results. She

suggests that the children send a letter containing their
recommendations to the head of thescity Traffic Department.
A group of children draft a letter and the whole class re-
'fes the draft during a discussion., The Letter is sent
with a Copy of the report to the Traffic Department. The

children receive a reply about a week later indicating that
a representative of the department will visit the class to

talk about the proppsed changes:
When the traffic official arrives, the children show him

their scale model and explain how they arrived at their
proposal. They ask him for a trial run to see whether
making the street one-way and eliminating parking on'both
sides and stopping on one side would be feasible. He re-

plies that the decision must be made by the head of the.
Traffic Department, but that he would recommend that the
children's suggestion be put into efgect. He adds that the
department already recognizes the need for'a change in
existing traffic patterns 'on this street.
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The children in the Arlington class decided to
recommend an overhead pedestrian crosswalk for
Route 2 because they felt that lowering the speed
limit or putting in a traffic signal would be
impractical on a high-speed road. They also
made a model of their final recommendations for
changlng the flow of traffic at thetraffic cir-
cle. The following year, a pedestrian overpass
simdlar to the one proposed by the ch44dren was
constructed based on traffic studies by,the town
government. (See-log by Bernard Walsh.)

A few days later the children receive word that a iwo-
week trial run of their prOposal will be held to see if the
traffic situation can be improved., The Traffic Department'
will also have a policeman sent to se/ that the.regulations
are enforced. The class decides to c011ect data during

*this trial period to document improvements in the flow of
traffic. The children decide to photograph traffic density
before school and after school for five of the trial days
and lo coipare this data to the earlier set of photographs.
They also decide to measure time wasted on the bus and

4"-"Tiansit timd for cars going past thk school for comparison
to previouily collected data.

During the trial period, the data collecting goes quite
smoothly since the children are now proficient in timing
and photographing vehicles. The children timing cars no-
tice that through traffic is using the left-hand lane much
.more than the right-hand lane. Those cars going through
in the right-hand lane usually pull into the left lane to
avoid schbol traffic. Some children who are watching the
taffic flow on the two streets parallel to Grove Street
agree that there seems to be more traffic than before but
that the streets do not appear congested.

After the trial period the children discuss their ob-
servations and organize their data. Most of the children
are sure that the traffic situation has improved, but they
still feel the need to make graphs and calculations to docu-
ment the improvements, After the children in the Counting,
Groups tally cars and find average densities from the
photographs of traffiá 'densIty, they calculate a decrease
of 26% in the average number of cars on the.street during
the morning and one of 11% in the Average number of cars
in the afternoon, when the street is one-way. Figure B5-4
is their bar grAph documenting the changes. Children also
prepare histograms of car travel times on Grove Stteet
during the morning and afternoon periods. They find that

39
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the median-travel time for through traffic has decreased
from 95-100 seconds to 45-50 seconds in the morning and

from 80-85 seconds to 40-45 seconds in the afternoon, and
they make a bar graph showing this decrease (see Figure

-
B5-5). .

The children responsible for measuring ttme spent waiting
on school, buses calculate average time lost over the ten-

\

day period for each bus. Although most times seem shorter,

there seems to be certain buses that still take a long time
to unload. The children feel that this is because a number
of buses seem to enter the parking lot together in the
morning and pometimes have to wait while others unload.
Using the same methods they have devised for the "before"
data, they calculate the total time spent waiting on the
bus projected over a school year to be -6,461 student hours,
a decrease of over 25%.

The children write up their comparisons and present them
to the Traffic Department. The traffic officials,have also

made studies and feel that the change would be beneficial
to the traffic patterns in the community. The children are
inbormed of a long-range plan to build an exit to the park-
ing lot onto Canal Street which would involve relocating
the playground'to the other side of the school.

The following week,*the new traffic regulations go into
effect for the rest of the school year. The children help

advertise the changes to the rest of the school. They also _-

try to explain the new rules to adults and other students
who feel inconvenienced by the one-way street and parking
restrictions.

tj
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6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS

g

:0

What streets (driveways, parking lots) near the school
do your iarents or the school bus have trouble driving
through?.

\That streets ha7e a lot of accidents on them?

What do you'think.caJses the heavy traffic and/or the
accidents in these places?

What Information do we need in
)

order to prove that a prob-
.

'lam really exists? How can we get this information?

How can we find out what other people think of tliese
traffic problems?

How can we best organize oprselyes to collect the data
we need?

,What fs a good way to measure,the amount'of traffic?...
the speed of the cars?

8

How can we "stop action" to count cars that are in a
section of roadway at-a Certain,time?

ilk
How can we tell how much time people waste when they're
stuck in traffic jams?

How cah we tell at what time of day traffic is thi
leaviest?

A

What is a good way to keep a record of our,data?

='What is a good way to show.other-people the datfiwe have
collected?

What kinds of graphs would best present t formation
we have found out? 7.

How'could traffic regulations be cha ed to make the
traffic floW better? f
How can we change the stgeets (Oar ing logs, driveways),
so that congestion or traffic accid s are decreased?

Which design for changing traffic flow you think would
cost the least? How could you find ou
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(FrOm Audrey Robinson, Grade 5)

pgure B6-1
()

Which rpad design would take up the least space or cause
the least dislocation of homes and businesses?

How could we try out these different designs to see which

is best?

How can we prepare our information for presentation to

other people so they will be convinced that our changes

might work?

Who should we contact about changes in the school parking

lot or drivtway? What would be the best governmept

agency to contgctqabout changes in traffic controis or

xegulations?...road designs?

How can we convince people to try our changes?

Now that our change has been carried_out, how can we tell

if it is working successfully?
;
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1.-'149-ON TRAFFIC FLOW

by John Flores*
. Hosmer School, Grade 5

Watertown,. Massachusetts

(September I972-June 1973)

Nd

,

ABSTRACT

Children in this fifth-grade class concentrated on'how
they could improve traffic flow and pedestrian safety in a
local center, Watertown Square. After drawing a map of the
area and listing questions to be answered in their investi-
gations, the students divided into groups to interview peo-
ple about the traffic problem, to collect traffic data, and
to photggraph and film the area. The data,group measured
the widths of streets and traffic islands, timed traffic
lights and pedestrians crossing at different points, and
couneed cars coMing into the square. When the groups had
gathered enough information, they plotted their results on
graps. Then they returned to the square to collect addi-
tional information that they thought was needed. ihe chil-
dren discussed what changes they felt should be implemented,
including.overpasses, a tunnel, and an additional street
through the central island. Each group made a model of the
square incorporating their recommended changes. The models
were diSplayed in,the school, and the local'paper published,.
an article- on the Children's research and conclusions.

Figure.1-1

43

,introduced Traffic Flow-to my cAss during a -discussion--
,of the problems they encountered riding their bicycles and
4Ayeling by car, witb rlieir parents through Watertown Square.
The'thildrencatie up with the following list of problems:
. .

. Traffie,does not flow continuousAy.
2. 'F'ark4ng, both legal and illegal, slam rhe

flOw of traffic.

3., Tedestrians don't have e
A. Lights are timed badly; s are too long,

others too short.,

time to cross.

*Edred by USMES staff; ,

.1



To this list they added the special problem Watertown Square
poses for blind pedestVans. The square is close to the
Perkins School for the Blind and is equipped with a special
system of bells so fhat the many blind people in the area
can travel by themselves and still cross safely. The kids
felt that this system was confusing for the blind pedestri-
ans, however, and more a hindrance than a help. -

The class decided to draw a map of the square on the
board to help in the discussion. They talked about the lay-
out of the area, drew and labeled all the streets, and
marked the locations of the traffic lights with X's and the
central traffic island with a.circle. Their map looied
something like the sketch in Figure C1-1.

By locating trouble spots on their map, the children re-
viewed the problems they had listed. They were excited
about the challenge during this first session and responded
'with a spirited "we'll show 'em" attitude.

During the next session the students expressed the feel-
ing that they did not know enough about the square to iden-
tify all the problems. They began talking about what in-
formation they needed and how they could obtain it. They
decided that they should ask different people what they
thought about the situation and also make scientific obser-
vations of the area. They listed their ideas on the board:

Things to Find Out

c
1. What do pedestrians think about the situation

l
2. What do drivers think about the situatiohl
3. What do policemen think about the situationq.
4. What do employees in stores around the square
. think? %
5. What does.the Highway Department think about.

the situation?
6: How many traffic lights are there in the square?
7. How long are the lights red?...green?...yellow?
8. How long does it take to cross at% diflerent

crosswalks?
9. What is the distance across the streets at the

crosswalks?
10. How many cars enter and leave from the different

streets?
.

, .

11.. What causes accidents in the sqUare?

.

Several children also suggested taking photographs and
movies of traffic in the square to provide concrete evidence

. - 4
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of the problems. Two boys started making a model of the
fires out of wood and clay to use in the discussions.

The next time the class worked on Traffic Flow they fo-
cused on how they would obtain the information they needed.
After much discussion, they set up four task groups:

Group 1: Interview pedestrians and store employees

Group 2: Interview policemen, meter maids, firemen
and drivers

Group 3:, Time lights and pedestrian crossing times,
measure widths of streets* count number of
cars entering and,leaving oh different
streets

Group 4: Photograph traffic problems

The students then discussed what equipment and tools each
group would need to do its job. Then each child chose the
group with which he or she wanted to work.

Groups 2 and 4 turned out to be more popular than 1 and
3. Because the class felt that each group needed roughly
the same numbeof people to do its-.job well, we decided.to
think about what type of person would work best inleach
group and then redistribute(the children among the groups.

, After thinking the problem over, the children colicluded
that the class members who were not afraid to interview
people should be in the interviewing groups and that the
others should do the other tasks. They had trouble deciding
whq, was not afraid to interview, however, and continued to
have difficulty dividing themselve6 among the groups. In
the end I had to assign some children to groups. The dlass
decided that this was the only way to solve,the pioblem.*

The children met in groups and planned their strategy Apr
ihe trip to Watertown Square. Eachgtoup member was as-
signed a job "by tRe grodp. In some cases children found it

*Anotheesolution might be fo children in the largese
groups to draw loes so that a certain number are chosen to
so to smaller groups. If some groups are more popular than
others, the children might decide to switch,tasks at some
point; in that way, everyone might have a chance to par-
ticipate in a more enjoyable task. --ED.

1
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hard to agree on who would do what. By thinking about what
a job involved and-how each student felt about it, they
eventuall came to a reasonable division of labor.
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Each group.decided what equipment it needed for the trip
to the square. The interview groups requested cassette tape
rerlorders; the Photography Group requested still cameras

and 8mm movie cameras; and the Timing and Measuring Group
requested stopwatches and measuring tapes. We aesembled all
this material from that available at the school and that
which the students could bring from home. Each group became
familiar with its equipment before setting out for the
square. The interviel./ groups also prepared lists of ques-
tions like the.onVin Figure.C1-2.

The class went to Watertown Square at eleven o'clock one
day in late Octbber. Each group set about its tasks as out-
lined above. Group 1 taped interviews with pedestrians and
store employees. Group 2 taped interviews with drivers and

_police officials. Group 3,, (a) counted the number of cars

coming into the square from each street for five minutes
and noted the street onto which ther,exited,* (b) measured
the distance across.the streets at the crosswalks and the
distence around the central traffic island, (c) timed the
duration of the red lights, and (d) timed pedestrians cross-
ing at different places. Group 4 filmed the traffic flow

'as cars entered from different streets and took photographs
of traffic trouble spots.

In the classcroom the children viewed the videotape and
then discussed what they could do with the raw data they had
collected. They decided they needed to make another trip
to the square to complete their activities, but they felt
they should wait until after they had sorted the informatibn
they haa already collected.

TheTiming and Measuring Group reported that'they felt
measuring long distances with tape measures was not reliable.
I referred hem to the "How To" Cards on measuring distances,
and they discovered the value of the trundle wheel. They
then,found out that we had a commercially-made trundle wheel
in,the school. They examined it closely, tried..it out, and
then started building one for themselves.

*Observation at several times during the day would show
variations in the traffic volume and subsequently, in the
speed of the cars. See Background Paper, DP14 Speed,
Travel Time Volume and Density Relationships in Traffic
Flow.--ED.
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Figure C1-4

Since we were dealing with measurement during math ses-
pions, the Timing and Measuring. GrouR,J,ntroduced the rest
of the class to the reel meaguring problems they were etl-
countering. The group had measured the circumference of the
traffic island at the square, and the class used this ex-
ample as the basis for discussion of the meaning and use of
circumference and diameter.

During the next USMES session the groups worked sepa-
rately sorting the information they had,gatheied during
their trip to the square. The interview groups listened to
the tapes of the interviews-and tallied the number of dif-
ferent responses to each question. A copy of one student's
initial tally sheet is shown in Figure C1-3. He assigned a
number to each of eight people iilterviewed and then checked
that number if that person made ehe particular resPonse in
question. Then the group members summarized their findings
in parqgraph form. They wrote Anformal reports on their
results,like the one in Figure C1-4.
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The Timing and Measuring Group compiled and compa'red
their different pieces of data and then discussed possible
reasons-for the differences. The Photography. Group col:.;

lected their rolls of film and made plans for 'having them
developed.

Later, we met as a clasl to discuss ,the best way to pre-
sent the findings of the interview groups and the Timing
and Measuring Group. Several students'suggested making
,booklets and reports, while others opted for drawing graphs?
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and diagrams. After talking it over at length, they de-

cided that graphs might be best since they would not only
show all the data but would also be easy to read. We went

on to discuss different kinds of graphs, focusing on bar

d line graphs. We talked about how to draw and label

'7--()

graphs and how to decide what size to make the intervals be-

tween the numbers on the axes.
During the next USMES session we worked on graphing our

findings. The children decided to draw two graphs on the

I board first, one showing the crossingjtimes at six different

sswalks in the square and the other showing the number
of people citing different causes for the problems in the

square. In figuring out how to number the vertical,axis for

. the first graph we had the following discussion: 4

Teacher: How are we going to nupber to show the
exact number of seconds?

Student: ,Go by ones.

Student: We might not have enough room.

Student: Then we can go by tens.

Student: Or by fives.

Student: And.we can still write the exact number
_over the bar if we want. --.

The students decided to count the number of squares first

when making their own graphs. Then if the biggest number

they had were smaller than the number of squares, they would

use intervals of one. If it were bigger, they would,try in-

. terVals'of ago, and so on. .

When they had finished making the graphs on the board, we

talked about adding some important finishing touches:

Teacher:There's something
Student:'People won't know

we did it.

Student: We'll have to put

Student: And the date.

Sthdent: And tell why we made each graph.

Teacher: Why did yoU?

Student: To show the amount of time....

Student: To cross different places.

Student: And how many people gave different reasons
for the traffic mess.

missing from .the graphs.

why ,we did it or" Where

down."Watertown Squite."

When they added this information, the finished graphs re-
sembled the ones shown on the neXt pages.

4



The children worked in groups graphing the rest of their
findings on large sheets of graph paper. Each of the two
interviey/groups made a graph of the number of people citing
different reasons for the traffic problems in the square.
Since Group 1 had also asked for suggested improvements, the
children in this group graphed the number of people offering
different suggestions-As well. One of their graphs is shown
in Figure C1-5.
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The Timing and Measuring Group organized t.he restsof
their data and drew th?ee different graphs. One showed how
many seconds the crossing light stayed on at six different
crosswalks. This graph is shown in Figure C1-6. Another,

graph showed the distance in feet across the streets at each
of_the six crosswalks. A third showed the number of cars
entering and leaving Watertown Square via three different
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streets. (See Figure C1-7.)*

'Meanwhile, the Photogiaphy Group worked on ma king a

sual display of the traffic situation in't-he square. Al
organized and labeled the photographs and edited .the 8mm

ffilm.

.After-they had.flnished,their gra0A, die students began
suggesting,changes to 'improve the'traf.fic-situation. Many
-felt' that either an overpass Or an underpass was die only
change \that could help. Others asked about the cost of such
a plan,lipointing out that 14 might be too expensive to be'
considered sefiously. Supporters of the plan decided +con-

; tact engineering firms'for information on costs and feasi-.'
bility.

When the students had reviewed all dhe inforMation they
had gathered and graphed, they dedidedkthat they needed an-
other trip to the iguare to fill in 'some gaps and to check
some data': The inteview groups rewrote soi of their
questions to eliminate simpke yes or no answers. The Timing
and Measuring Group decided that they would use the trundle
wheel to-remeasure the crosswalk dismances. They also
planned to recount the number of cars entering and leaving
,the square. The Phoeogrgphy Grpup discbssed the shots xhat
they,needed to complete their film.

With,the jobs assigned, we set out for the square again
=le morning in early December, undaunted (at least to begin
witA) by the subfreezing temperature. Group I taped inter-
views with store owners, taxica'hvers, and ahoppers. Group
2 taped interview with more traffic and parking officials.
Gi-oup 3 recounted cars enterpg and leaving via different
streets ancUreeaspred the crosswalks with the trundle wheel.
The Photography Group finished making their fiim and then
helped' me videotape the others at work, .

.Back in the classroom the students went immediately
work organizing their data. They graphed their findin and
then cOmpared them to the firft set pf graphs-. they'were

_happy to'find th'e re,sults from the second trip consistent
with 'those from the first.

The children decided that they had copected enough in-
, formation and should move'bri to recommending,changes. ,Some

students first suggested Chat some of the'streets'be made
one-way, but most felt major construction4was necessary.
.The kids.dividedg.into groops according to the recommenda-

A

-

*They might also construct a traffic flow pattefd for the
. .

square; see Background Paper, DP 13 People and SOce..
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tions they supported and began formulating more detailed
proposals. One group recommende an oVerpass from Mt.
Auburn Street to Galen Street. Two other groups, which had
obtained rough estimates of the cost and feasibility of
such major construction, came up with another alternative.
They decided to recommend the construction of a street
through the central traffic islant so that traffic travel-
ing from Mt. Auburn Street to Galen Street could drive
straight through and avoid the rotary traffic.

The children then decided that each group should make a
scale model of the Square including the recommended changes.
For the next iwo months the class worked on this project.
First they drew plans and diagrams 'and'decided on materials
for the model. Then they went to the Design Lab and began,
learning how to use the tools while constructing their
models. They measured, sawed and glued Tri-Wall and other
materials together and finally added the finishing touches
to their models with paint. Several groups also built

electrical citctits into their models to support traffic
light and bell systeMs. Sketches of the models are shown
in Figure Cl-8.

After,.they had finished their models, each group wrote
a report summarizing theclass findings and justifying their
recommendation. The models, with the reports attached, were
displayed in the main lobby of the school at the end of the
year and stimulated a great deal of interest in the traffic
problem within the ichool and the neighborhood. Parents,
teachers, and other classes came to see the wocic-tild discuss'
the problem. The,local newspaper also published an account
of the class project, spreading the information further'into
the..communi6r.

ftei" g
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A., LOG Og TRAEFIC FLOW

by Hernard Wa10h* .

Haidy Schdo1, Grade 5 ,
. Arlington, Massachusetts

(Septedber 1972-June 1973)
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ABSTRACT

Students in this 'fifth-grade class respondeAo the Trarfic
7fow challenge by focusing on 4 nearb. 'ghway and traffic
circle (rotary) where many accidents' #lving both cars and
pedestrians, including a student fata/ity, had occurred.
The class decided that road design at the rotary and lack of
a pedestrian crossing were the main traffic problems to be
solved. They first gathered information by taking pictures
of the area and studying the photographs to see where the
problems lay. Discussing the photographs, the children ques-
tioned whether many cars were not going'faster than the
posted'speed limit and decided to measure the.speed of the
cars. After much confusion they figured oui how to.station
themselves so that they could measure both the time.(using
a stopwatch) and the distance the cars travelled in five
seconds. Other groups constructed model's in the Design Lab
for studying the highway as it existed and as they would
like'to impro*e it. After the teacher fntroduced the con-

.

cept of traffic volume,'the "tally" group concentrated on
.counting numbers of cars on the highway at different times
of day. During the entise study, another group conducted
interviews with govbrnment officials and certain`local peo-
ple to document other opinions on the traffic problens and
Jig possible solutiovs. The class received blueprints of
proposed changes frofi the State Department of Public Works
and compared theqe to their own recommendations. They found
'that the State h44 planned a pedestrian overpass for the
hiqpway which corresponded'with their findings. The chil-
dren also prbposed, in a final model, a bYpass of the rotary
for traffic going into Boston

.
. ..*

:ow We began 'working on Traffic Flotigiuring a class 'discus-
sion about the trafiic problems we had encountered in the
vicinity of the school. We talked about the local streets
4 terms of whether or not they would be safe for riding bi-
cAles, and the children mentioned two Sread--Route 2. and
Arlington Centerthat they felt were unsafe.. .

,

*Edited by USMES staff
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N.qhe children 14/lap-particularly concerned about Route 2.

They felt the highway presented some seribus traffic hazards;
the previous year, a child bad begn struck and killed there.
Students related their personal reactions to the incident.
We discussed the actions that had been taken and to make the
road safer for the children who had to cross it: the addi7

tioft of a dividing fence and the circulation of a petition

for pedestrian safety. The class also discussed problems
from the drivers' point Of view, anolthe children decided
that we might be able to improve the situation.

First, we listed problems created by the highway, includ-

.ing--

,

1. S eeding cars
2. F ur lanes of traffic merging to two lanes

approaching the rotary at thd end of Route 2.

3. No pedestrian crossingmotorists had to slow
down to avoid hitting the children

4. Numbers of accidents to both pedestrians and cars

5. Poor lighting in the area

Next, the class listed ways of collecting information on

the problem:

1. Take pictures bf problems we see

2. Interview people who live or work in the area
to see what:they can.recall from past experience

3. Go to police or' registry to get facts on the

numbers of accidents
4. Have children obierve the area regularly

5. Try to judge the speed of cars in the area

6. Try to construct a model of a pedestrian crossing

7. Try to get parents to help find a sOlution to
the problem after we collect accurate facts

.4*

We planned a' field trip to Route 2. The children decided

to take along a camera for photographing'the traffic prob-,

lems. A camera committee, formed for this purpose, spent
time learning how to operate their POlaroid camera. The

rest of the class took notes on the traffic problems they .
observed around Route 2. After the field trip the children
compared their obgervations with,the pictures taken by elds

camera committee. The camera work helped the children under-
stand the flow"pf traffic, particularly the design,of the

rotary and tlie lane changes.' ,

The committee had taken seven pictures. During the next
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.class session, the children compiled a list of the traffic
problems that they were able to spot in'the photographs.
The children then compared their list with the original list
of problems. Three of the problems first cited by the stu
dents were included in the list of four problems observed
in the photos (they are asterisked):

*1. .No traffic lights for pedestriane
*2. Unmarked lanes where four lanes become two\
*3. No croSswalks for people
4. No Sidewalks.

e

The camera committee planned a second field trip during
the next class session. The children decided to have each
child in the group 'take two pictures, concentrating on the
following places:

, .

1. The speed limit.signs on the road where Route 2-
approléhes the rotary

2. The changes from two lanes to the rotary'end
the narrow bridge

3. The intersection of Route 2 with Routes 3
and 16 at the rotary

4. The general flow of traffic at the bridge and
ehe rotary

5. The motorists' problets with the approaches,
to Route'2.

During'the field trip, they observed the speed of cars
along Route 2 and uotibed that their were moving too fast
for pedestrians'to Cross safely. The committee decided that
a group should be formed to collect dap on speeds of vehi
cles and to verify them' with the'police department. The
children discussed how speed could be measured and what in
struments we would need. I introduced the children to the,'
"How To" Cards on how to,use a, stopwatch and how to take
tallies.*, %a

During the next class session, the class was broken into
two groups:

,

1. Measurement of Speed Group--spent the session

,3 familiarizing themselves with the stopwatch.

*The set of pardt; on "how to Find the Speed of Cars" was.
nbt atrailable at thattiMe--ED.
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2. Camera Group--spent the session comparing the
two sets of pictures that .had been taken on the

two field trips, then chose the ones.that showed

the most information.

I assured the.children that we WOuld-rotate the groups
throughout the year so that.everyone would be familiar with

th different group procedures.
Before going out in the field, the Measurement Group took

turns practicing timing with a stopwatch. They timed var-

ious daily activities, including--
How long ie took me to walk from one point
to another ,

Time spent going to certain classes
Time spent doing homework
Time.taken to eat lunch

3
The stopwatch was the only instrument that the children

took With them on their first field trip. When the group

arrived at Route 2, they discovered that the speed limit
sign they had planned to use as a marker was missing. A

discussion followed to decide what to do, Some 4hildren

,still wanted to time cars that were going by, but they soot
i realized that this would not be possible because they had

yet to Cake an exact measureMent of the distance from the
starting point to the "finish lite." The group listed the

,ways that they mi,g0 get the necessary Measurement on the

next trip. Theserncluded--

1. Use a ruler and measure the distance from
end of the bridge (where the sign saying 25 mph

4 4,
had been) to the Roit

, Use a'tape,measure to get the distance

. .

3., 'Use their feeti.lnoting that they would-have to.'

Set a pair of size twelv,e shoes inlyrder to have
..1

a one-foot standard

Use a measurea ot mirked qtick along the edge
of the,road', -

. . .

.

5. Measute the exact'distance.frOm one 'point to

another by.some Aleasurimentsystem that could

be made tip in.the'classroom

4%.



The children then sat by the road to develop a method of
timing cars. They decided to station one of the boys as a
fixed point with a stopwatch to record timed of the cars
that went from the starting point to his poisiton. The
students realized that it would be impossible to time every
car. Deciding to time only certain ones, they (inally
chose Volkswagens. The children also recogniztaff the im-

portance of consistence in their timings. 'cars had to be
timed from the same point in order to be sure of accurate
measurements. It was decided that the perdon at the start-
ting point would measure from.the front of the car and not
from the middle or r,ear. The person at the finish line
would measure the time when tte back'of the car passed his
location.*
The method the children planned to use worked like this.

A person stationed at therotarx would raise a book in the"
air to indicate to the boy at the startin&pbint that the
Volkswagen had pftssed. The timer at the starting point
would record the time when the car reached his point, ig-
noring any other Volkswagen that came thrOugh until the
car had passed the finish line. The timeF at the finish
line would record the time for the car to pass that point.

The children tried this method on ten cars. After the
data were collected, the group returned to the school and
presented their information to the rest of the class. The
timing data, sketch, and some figuring i shown in Figure
C2-1.

During the next class discussion we takked about what
type of measuring device would be most acicurate for de-

termining the distance over which the calls were to be
timed. The class lidtened t'o the reportd of the meaduring
group and made the decision to use either; a 100-foot tape

measure or a measured'string to determine the distance from
the rotary to the starting point. When elle, children went
out tO measure the area, they found the distance to be
309 feet.

Besides the confusion over having to bp aware of two
factorsiLtpg'and distance, the children encountered other
problems vthile measuring speed. ,The Measimement Group re-
ported the problems they had encountered in the field:

1. NOt being able to start the stopwatch on.time

2. Confusion as to which car was being timed

*The measurements would be more accurate if they consis-
tently used the front of the car.--ED.

I.

4..
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Figure C2-1
t

3. Impaired vision, which made it impossible to
determine when the timed car reached the
finish .line

They also had troubie with the math invaiv in determining
Speed. The children were confused about wha'ç process to
use--distance + time (addition), distance - time (subtrac-
tion), distance x time (multiPlication), or distance/time
(division).*

When the Dethign Lab opened in October, the children in
the Measurement Group worked on a simulation activi!Zy'with
a marble that they hoped wpuld help.them work out a method
of determining speed. .During Our first simulation session,
six children placed a piece of masking tape on the door.
A tape measure was stretched next to the tape for a 4is-
tance of twelve f et ai the tape was marked off at one-
foot intervals. Mb of the children were situated at

* Point A, the beginning of the "roadway.''' Their responsi-
bility was to release a marble along the track after a
countdown. Two children with stopwatches at Point B, the

.

end point, timed the mhrble for two seconds. Another child
and myself were stationed at points along the measure tape;
we were expected either to stop the marble or to note its
position after two secdnds. A diagram of the model and
the results of ten trials are shown below.

A

;

Teat 1

Test 2

Titt 3

Danny
X

Bernie
X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Distance Covered in Two Seconds

7' 6": Test 6 - 9' 4"

9' 9" Test 7 - 4' 5"

No measurement Test 8 - 6' 4"
Too fast on road

Test 4 5' 9"

Test 5 10' 9"

Test 9 - 6' 5"

Test 10- 11' 0" 4

*As a result of discussions with members of the U$MES staff,
"How to Find the Speed of Cars" and "How to Find How
Feet Per Second ig,the Same Speed as 6D Miles Per Hour"
were written for Children.
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The children identified the ariables affecting speeeas the
speed at which the marble w s released and whether or not
the marble touched the si4- of the course.

During the.,next sessi. , the group constructed a roadwaY.' "
model using small piece of wooden dowels for the sides.
From their simulation iperiments with this model, the
children felt that t o major prtblems emerged:

1. How to control the marble speed

2. How to keep the marble from bumping the sides,
of the track

The model helped the children in the Measurement Group
understand some of the factors involved in measuring speed.
They were still concerned, however, about not being able to
understand the calculations. Although some children in the
group were now convinced that speed was determined by di,
viding distance by time, the problem of conversion from
feet per second to miles per hour was still.unsolved.

To help the children overcome the math problem, I asked
the Measurement Group to presetit the problem of determining
the speed of a car to the eny.re class. During thd-next
sessions, the group presented their data and a report of
the group activities to the class. They informed the other
children about their trial tests with a marble and about the
math problems they had done so far.

Since the math involved in converting feet per second to
miles'per hour'seemed too difficult for the children, I
introduced the concept of the conversion graph to the chil-
dren. -Playing games such as "Battleship", ."Tic-Tac-Toe",
and "Blind Map Sink" provided opportunities for the dal-
dren to Plot points on a graph. When the whole class"began
to work on these activities along with the Measurement
Group, we made progress. As a class, we worked out the
calculation that sixty miles per hour is equal to eighty-
Jeight feet per Second. Groups of children then made con-
version graphs and practiced changing car speeds in feet
per second to miles per hour.

When the entire class had worked on these activities,
the Measurement Group planned another field tap to Route 2
to collect data on speed of cars. They decided that they
would find speed, by measuring the distance Volkswagens
traveled in five seconds. Takin:; lalong stopwatches and a
fifty-foot tape measure, we went/back to the location where .

we had collected data in September. Two children with a.,
stopwatch Were stationed at the starting point, a 25 mph

4.



speed limit sign. ,One child ogerated the stopwatch while
the other s4gnaled to indicate that the timing had begun.

Two other children situated between the starting point arid
the selected ending point kept their stopwatch going for
five seconds,and signaled when the timing had ended.* A
third group of children observed and narked the position of
the car when the, timing had ended. The children timed and
marked the distance that each of five Volkswagens traveled,
in five seconds. After all the timings had been completed,
the children measured the distance covered by each car.
Then they calculated the speed of the vehicles during die
next class session. Their data and calculated.speeds ar1
shown below.

Speeds of Volkswagens on Route 2

Car 1 199' in .5° seconds -- 40',per second
Car 2'- 231' in 5 5econds 46' per seCond
Car 3 - 241' in 5 seconds -- 48' per second
Car 4 - 237' in.5.seconds 47.' per second.

Car 5 - 243' in 5 seconds -- 49' per ecvnd

The children used tonversion graphs to*change their data
reborda in feet and seconds to speed in miles per hour.
They were very ipncernedLthat their measurements were not
precise. A class discussion followed on approxination and
rounding off.numbdrs., It was hard for the children to
accept the idea that exact answers Ifere not only not always
needed buCsometimes impossible to determine. We explofed

o-

the use of estimation and how it was necessary in'our meth-
ods of data collection,. The following chart shows the
children's conversions of feet per second to miles per hour. .

Cpnversion of Feet Per Second to Miles'Per Hour

Car # Feet Per Second Miles Per Ho ur

Car 1

Car 2
Car 3

.Car 4

Car 5

40' per,second
46' per second
48' per.second
47" per second
49' per second

27 mph
31 mph
33 mph
32 mph

34 mph

*It.is not cleti why the students used two stoPwatches. 4

Using one stopwatch and a good,harid signaling systa
might be easier.--ED. .

.5-
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During work on the Traffic Flow challenge the Design Lab
provided aaimportant focus for unieactivities. Those ,

children previously uninvolved in the unit.became interested
in building'models of roadways and'constructing trundle
wheels. Besides the Measurement Group's simulation activ
ities with the marble, four other projects were workeron
by the class during the course of the unit. Each group was
'asked to plan its project, draw a sketch, present it to the
class, and begin work on its design.

Group I build a model roadway.in order to test
the speed of model cars using data from
the Measurement Group

Group 2 build a model of Route 2 the way it is,
now and indicate areas Wlere most of the
accidents occur as,well-as how they happen

Group 3 construct a trundle wheel to be used in
measuring distances', ofi Route 2

Group 4 construct a model of Route 2 th6 way it
should appear (with an overfiss, overhead
lights, etc.)

Figure C2-2 issa student.sketch Of the way Route 2 looks
presently, while Figtire C2r3 shows on* child's plan for
Route 2 in the future.

Four children working on testing model cars Off an in
clined roadway set'up a piece of plywood as a track. The
children were puzzled because' the cars kept falling off
the ttaek when they tested them.. I presented the children
with some questions to think over before the next session.

1. Why were the cars fallUig off the road?

2. How was the model car built? .
.

3. What was the pdad made of? How did it feel?

4. Doea"the surface of the road affect.the speed
Of:a car?1

5. What about other materials for the road? What
would you choose and how would it Cut down on
friction?
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The children in this group spent the next several ses-
sions in the. Design Lab trying to work out the solutions

to 'these luestions. They finally chose a piece of plywood

that was long enough not to bend under the weight of the

cars as they went down. To find out how spee"d-ef an obiect IPA

is affected by different heights, they needed to make the

'angle of the incline adjustable. Patt of the group cali-

brated a piece df lumber for thirty-six inches and mounted
the wood on a base. Each inch of height was marked by a

nail. The track was attached to the nails with a screweye

so that the h4ght could be adjusted. In order'to keep

the model on the track, several students attached Tri-Wall

strips to the qides. Here is a sketch of their model:

No:As sd
1" 'Taxi' too
tot*A- 36"

I.

Plyw000l ruostk. tit wall gic6s

MAIL 0

2." %matt

Pe. Wen% : 1. "we MO ta
do 'who klsk

. g"rt-sci:- reek.ce

During successive sessions the children ran trial tests

of their model on the inclined roadway. The children solved

various problems as they'arose. For instance, the car

wheels had to be adjusted because they seemed to tighten
as they moved down the track. They also tried using a
Tri-Wall incline because the plywood seemed to make the
cars veer to the side. Over several weeks of observation,

however, the children Weie able to make this conelusioro
the greater the incline of the surface, the faster the spied
of the moving object aeihe bottom of the hill.

While the various groups worked on Eadels in the Design
Lab, 'the Measurement Group and I deCided to count cars at
frarious points along Route 2 so that we would know where

and whep traffic was heaviest. Before going out on our
field trip, we examined "How To".Cards on tallies and bar
graphs and practiced making,bar gxaph tallies. The entire

class was involved in a 'discussion of the activities of the

I



new Tally Group..

Using a model constructed by the children at the USMES
' Winter Workshop, I introduced the concept of traffic volume

to the class. After we had discussed the term, I asked how
the volume of traffic related to the size of the roadway.
The children responded that a small rnad would have trouble
handling a large numbei.of cars--for example, Chandler
Street near the school. The children compared what Route.2
would look like at the rush hour to its appearance when we
hV'observed it in earlir afternoon. .Ihe class felt that-
the volume of cars would be greater at rush hours causing
more problems.* A dlscussion then followed as to important
times to collect more 'traffic data.
4.,TEACHER: We're interested in going back to Route 2,

but at what particular time?
STUDENT: In the Morning?
TEACHER: Why? ,

STUDENT: Because that's when everybody's going eo work.
TEACAER: Wg want to f3ci at what particular time then?

STUDENT: The rush hour.
TEACHER: What might we see at rush hour.that we would

not have seen before?
STUDENT: Alot'of cars.

-
The class,deciaid to measure the volume of traffic on the

rohd at rush hour for a half hour. Our final activity ber
'fore our field trip was to pinpoint problem areas at.which
to station observers, These were the following locaiions:

Point A - rotary

Point B - half way-arourid the rotary

'Point C - narrow bridge

Point D - four lanes into two lanes

During the next session;the Tally Group went.'to the ro-
tary to count cars during rush hour. We arrived at the
bridge at 8:50 A.M. and stationed ourselves at the 25 mph
sign to conduct our tally and make our observations. The
children observed that

>

*The density of cars at xush hour might be greater, but if
'there is a trafficlam, the traffic volumg could actually be
less than at otherltimes of day since the cars would be
moving more slowly.4 See Glossary for definitions of traffic
Volume and traffic density.--gD.

1 0, 0
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1. Traffic wai very heavy..

2. Traffie wt4 backed up to:the bridge away from
the rotary.

3. Traffic'could Move at tjle,posted 25 mph
lapeed limit.

4. Cars were moving verij slowly at all points.

5. Greatest problem was at Point C where traFfic
is half-way around the rotary. .

-

the group made three tallies beginnth at 8:55 A.M.
4

Trial #1 (8:55) Cara connted for one minute
42 cars (other children had same
count for same period)

-Triii-ii-(9:00) Cars counted for one minute
43 cars-(cars had been released
from traffic jam up the road)

Trial 1/3 (9:05) Cars counted,for two minutel
68 cars

The children mapie the following

4,
1.- Traffic not as heaVy

observations at 9:10 A.M.

as when we arrived

2. Traffic moving around rotary with moreease

. 3. Point C still a problem

4. Cars going faster; probably ekceeding the
25...mph limit

A final tally was 'Trade by the children at 9:23 A.M.

Trial #4 (9:23) Cars counted for three minutes
109 cars (more often, fewer
problems)

An example of a data sheet from the Tally Group's observa-
tions may be found in Figure Z2-4.*

*The children might-tonst.ruct a scatter graph of the volume
(number of cars per minute) vs. the time of day.--ED.

102



Children in the Tally Group reported to Ale rest of the
class during the next session. The class was concerned
about the amount of congestion at various points as well as
the total number of cars. They noted that as nine o:clock
passed, the volume of traffic decreased, AB the volume
decreased, the speeds of cars increased, and much skidding
occur* when,cars braked because of1sudden traffic jams.
.The children inferred from the data presented that traffic
thinned out and the prOblems decreased as the morning went.
.on.

During the first field trip the class had taken to Route
2, the chgdren had met a man who owned a gas station along
the road. He had described some of the problems as he saw
them from his location. The children who had talked to him
were very excited about having conducted an intirview and
were anxious to form,an interviesicommittee to gather more
information from othOr people. This group of studerits con-

ducted interviews with members of.the community, town gov-
ernment, and the Departmenti ol Public Works throughout the
entire study. Information getheted in later interviews

. .

proved helpful. in reexamining our own proposals and designs
for changes. '

Materials used fo1lintetviewipein4uded a tape recorde,
note paper, pencil, and.sdmetimes,videotape equipment. Here
are some questions the students asked:

1. What kind of ptoblems do you see in die aiea
when you come to work?

2. What do you think some of the dangers are in
the arpfor the children?

3. Do you $hink the speed limit should be
lowered?...To what?

4. Do you think the guardrail helps? If not,

whY?

5. Do you think Route 2 is better nowthan a
year ago? IfAntt, why?

6. What do you think about the
1 of Route 2? What wodld'you

7. Do you think we should have

1 4
t/

rotary at the end
put in place of it?

sidewalks on Route 2?
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The children interviewedimany people in different of-
ficial positions. Here is a list summarizing the informa-
pion gained from these interviews as well as from their
first interview with the garage ownef.

Position

Executpe at
ArthurlD.
Little,

Knowledge/Direction Gained From Interview

Need for Overhead lighting; role of poli-
tics in problems of road, e.g., the type
of fence iecommended to tke state not
constructed; need for sanity education of,
children. .

GaragevOwner Speed as safety factor; need for overhead
flights; danger to children; difficulty
getting road improved.

"Town Meeting ,Need for overhead crosiwalk; need for,

Members better lighting;sneed for improvement tor
rotary; information on how to get recog-
nitinn on floor 6f town me5ting; children
'directedvto etate to get necessary answers;

stressed children's modele. OR

Recommendation of town government, over-
head lights, sent to bepartment of Public
Works--no action; no immediate cbst to
taxpayers Of Arlington.

Public Safety Route 2 comes under jurisdiction of fi4e
police departments.

.4epartment of State koposed changes: pedestrian crops-
Public Works ing in planning stage. Received blue-

. prints of proposed changes.
A

Toward the end,of the schoo.l_year, the clasp bipn a ,

survey of teachere, students, and parents to gather addi-
tional opinions on Vile raffic problems created by Route
2. They hOped to be able to compare other people's per-
ceptions of the traffic problems with the quantitative
data Ithey had collected along the roadway. However, there
was not enough time left for:them to complete this activity

before the year ended.
e When the Children conducted an interview with a repre=
sentative of the Massachusetts Department of Publii Works,
they were given a sgt of.blueprints of the changes.fore

Asst. Town
Manager

'
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Route 2 proposed by the state. The children comp/Fed the
blueprints with designs made by the group building a model
of Route 2 aa they would like it to look. They first noted
that the blueprints were much more exact than their own
diag ams. Ie1r examination of the state's diagrams showed
that he f lowing changes were being considered:

1. .A portable pedestrian overpass (to be con-
itructed first)

2. Installation of street lights

3. Construction of gravel and concrete sidewalks

4. Warning signs co cars.entering the rotaty

We.also discussed the 'angle of entiance of roads coming
into Route 2 from businesses alvng the highway. The blue-
prints indicated that the state was planning ninety-degree
angles for thesd(entrances, as opposed to the forty-five
degree angle used for most super highways. We agreed that
in this case, entering on a right angle would be safer be-
cause drivers woauld be foAed-to stop and look, rather than
merging into the traffic-trom an acute angle.

Following this dacussion, the children working on the
model ofethe "future Route 2" began constructing an exit
ramp leading from the main road to the other side at a
ninety-degree angle. I realized that they were confusing
the entrances recommended.by the state with the exit ramp.
We spent several discussing angles of exit and
entry to a road. The c ildren were confused by the lessons,
and we had.to backtrack-and try a different approach.

During the next session, the following diagram of the
group's proposed ramp was drawn on the board:..

Model #1

1 t k"`



I asked the children to consider these questions conctrn ng
the flow of trafM in their design:

69

1. What would happen to the traffic that tried to
'exit fromIthe road at this angle if cars were
going at 60 mph?

2. -41hat effect does the speed of a moving object
have on objects that are in its path?

3. What would the area of collision be-on your
model?

4. Oan you design another model, keeping in mind
the afigle of exit off the road?

To help the children understand the relationship of their '

model to the real world, we tried simulation exercises
using children as cars and doorways to represent exits from
the highway. We decided to have different "cars" try dif-
ferent angles of exit from the aisle to the corridor so
that the children would understand the relationship between
speed and angle of exit.' First, a boy pretended to be an
automobile traveling at 60 mph approaching the ramp. The

boy raced ddwn the aisle and made a sharp right turn out

the door. He repeated this action several times) each time
a faster"rate. The last time he nearly collided with

the door frame.

Ihe children discussed.their observations of the simula-
tions and established the following conclusions:

1. An object moving down a roadway stays on the
outside'edge of the curve.

2. In a two-lane road, a car 4rtheinside lane
approaching a curve at a f t, steady speed
will be drawn to the outside lane, possibly
causing an accident.

3. The.angle of the road leading off a super
highway makes a difference. ,

4. A gradual reduction of spee in addition to the
proper angle of exit reduces the chances of
collision.

More complex simulationlactivities continued as the

106
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childicA-drew different types of exitIramps of Route 2 with
chalklon the floor and tested the various angles. Here is
a sketch of bne of their diagrams from the simulation
activities:

(P..r)
calt A

Totar:1\jt_--

( ) (P"vest) (Bt,t brp O E. 1.)
c D

inu.140.teat
Tr

.

They concluded that Exit D, as shown'sabove, was the best
type of exit ramp for their purpose.

When the class had completed simulation activities, the
children in thd "future kbute 2" group reconstructed their
exit ramp to look like.the ramp in the sketch below:

. ?

Model42

.

Oe,

When the final model had been completed, tke group pre-
sented it to the rest of the class. The children compared
it to the neat blueprints of the Massachusetts Department
of Public Works and decided that it was still fairly rough,
but they were pleased wixh the resdlts. (See sketch at
top of next page).

The following year the pedestrian overpass shown in the
photograph was erected. This was consistent with (though
not a direct'result of) the children's recommendations.

.,.;,

.



'Sketch of final modr:!, Route 28 wit op5sed exit ramp

for traffic.

Points

Major traffic problem area
most prime collision area
(A.M. traffic floe)

B Collision area--traffic s arl
C Secondary-collicsion area

(prime 4rea, P.M. traffic ( flow)

D Problem area, A.M. and PJi.
peak times'

_
N.td

Ove413.46

E A

Ramp was suppbrted.by siilts.
Problems during ctilstruction:

1. Angle of exit was initially too Sharp
2. Speed of4moving cars had to be considered
Ramp Allows:_

1 Free flow offtraffic to Boston awa, from rotary
7% Present road at rotary to be used as one-way

from Boston and for local traffic

71
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D. Referencei'

1. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS

Arre..

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titles that
students working on the Traffic Flow challenge might find
useful. A complete listing of both the "How ToWCards and
the Design Lab 1How To" Cards is contained in tfie USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab' Manual contains the list

of Design Lab "gow Tor Cards.

GEOMETRY G 3 - How to Construct a Circle Which is a Certain Distance
Around

i".

GRApHING . GR 1 - How to Make a Bar Graph Picture ofrYour Data
GR 2 - How to Show the Differences in Itny Mbasurements or

Counts of the Same Thing by Kaking,a Histogram
GR 3 - How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 4 - How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or

a Line Graph Pictae of Your Data
GR 5 - How to FindOut If There is Any Relationship Between

Two Things by Making a Scatter'Graph
GR 6 - How to Make Predictions by Using a Scatter'Graph
q 7 - How_toWShow Several.Sets of Data on One Graph

MEASUREMENT

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

110

'
M 1 - How to Use a Stopwatch
M, 2/- How to Measure, Distances

M 3 - How to Measure Large Distances by Using 4 Trundle
Wheel

M 6 - How to Find the Speed of a Car
M 7 - How 'to Find How Many Feet per Second is the Same'

Speed as 60 Miles per Hour
M 9 - How to Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing

Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit
M 10 - How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-

ment in One Unit to Another Unit

PS 2 - How to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 - How to Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS 4 - How to Describe your Set of Data by Using the Middle

.Piece.(Median)

PS 5 - How to Find thp.Median of a Set of Data from a
Histogram

.4.1 1



RATIOS>PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING 2 - How to Make a Drawing to Scale
R 3 - How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

am,

. New titles to be added in 1976:

How to Rdund Off Data

How to Compare Two Sets of Data by Making a Q-Q Graph
How to Design and Analyze a Survey
How fo Choose a Sample
How lo Compare Two Sets of Data by Using Interguartile Ranges
How to Make and Use a Cumulative Distribution Graph

A cartoon-style set.of "How To" Crds for primaky grades
is being developed from the present complete set. In most
cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged
among the various titles. It'is planned that this additional
set will be available early in..1977.

.
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2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS*

DESIGN PROBLEMS

GROUP DYNAMICS

GRAPHING

MEASU&EMWIT

t

As students work on USMES challenges, teachers maj need
background information thVt is not readily accessible else- '

where. The Background Papers fulfill this need and'often
include descriptions of activitieg and investigations that
students might carry out.

Omithe following pages are resumes_of Bac4round Papers
that teachers may find pertinent to Traffic Fiow. Ttle

papers are grouped in the categories shown, but in some
cases tHe categories overlap. For example, some papers thai
deal with graphing-also inClude probability and statistics.

DP 7 Traffic Congestion by James Kneafsey
DP 8 Traffic Flow, at Pedestrian Crossings by James Kneafsey
DP 9 Traffic Flow under Alternative Structural Conditions

by James Kneafsey
DP10 The Need for Traffic Signal Synchronization.in Urban

Areas by James Kneafsey
DP11 The Impact of Parking Restrictions on Traffic Flow )

in Urban Areas auring Peak Periods by James Kneafsey
DP12 Traffic Flow at 'Jibtaries by James Kneafsey

DP14 Speed, Travel Time, Volume, and Density Relationships
in Traffic Flow (based on suggestions by James Kneafsey)

GD 2 A Voting Procedure gomparison That May Arise in USBES
Activities by Earle tomon

GR 2 Notes on Data Handling by Percy Pierre
GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Representing Several SAs of Data on One Graph by Betty

Beck
GR 8,Using Scatter Graphs td Spot Trends by Earle Lomon

M 2 Measuring Heights of Trees and Buildings by Earle
Lomon

M 3'Determining the Best Instrument to Usetfor a Certain
' Measurement by USMES Staff

,M 4 Measuring the Speed of Carr'by Earle Lomon
M 5 Electric Trundle Wheel by Charles Donahoe

1 I:3.
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PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 4 Design of Surveys and Sampdes by Susan J. Devlin and
Anne,E. Freeny

PS 5 E amining One and Two Sets of Data Part I: A General

1 brategy and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and
ames Landwehr4 PS 6 ixamining Ole and Two Sets of Data Part II: A Graph-

, cal Me.thod for Comparing Two Samples by Lorraine

0 Tenby and James Landwehr

RATIOS,.PRoPORTIONS, AND SCALING. R 3 Making and psing a scale 'Drawing ly Earle Lomon

SIMVLATION AC2IVITIES SA 4 Simulation/Modeling as a Tool in Assessing Various

Solutions by Be(ty Beck

s.

,

Po
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3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON -USHES MATERIALS

1 1 f
4* 4.

The following references on traffic and road design may
be of some use in teaching TTffic Flow. .A list of refer-
ences on general mathematics and scientific topics can be
found in the USMES Guide.

Baerwald, John. E., ed. Traffic Engineering Handbook. 3rd
ed. Wadhington, D.C.: Instute of Traffic Engineers,

, 1965r.

titechnical guide to traffic in the U.S., including
ch*ters on traffic oharecreristics, survey methods,
and urban planning. Section on geometry of roadways
discusses varioUs4ciiteria to consider when evaluating
intersection and street desigh.

Charlee Eliot Junior

Traffic Flow: An,

Cleveland, Ohio:
*
cation, 1973.

High School Ecology Club, Eyeballing.
Environmental Awareness Study.
Institute for'Environmental Edu-

Short paper on measuring traffic flow at various
of the day by counting cars at an intersection.
ful for both teachers and students.

'

times

Use-

.MAtson, Theodore et a/. Traffic Engineering. New York
McGraw Hill, 1955.1

A guicle for traffic engineers of traffic flox4 charac-
teristics and administrative procedures. Contains
sectidhs on coirktrol devices, intersection design, and
planning for traffic flow.

Maps' and aerial photographs showinf(traffic flow patterns
-

may be obtained from state government agencies (e.g.,
Massachusetts Department of Public Works) or traffil en-
gineering Aepartments at a city or university.

A list of available kovernment publications concerning traf:'
fic flow may be obtained by wr.ting to the Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, D.C.



4. GLOSSARY

Average

Brake Distance

Calibration

Centripetal Force

Congestion

Conversion

The following definitions may be helpful to a teacher
whose class is investigating a Traffic Flow challenge. 'Some
of the words are included to give the teacher an understand-
ing of technical terms; others are included because they'

are commonly used throughout the resource book.
These terms may be used when they,are appropriate for the

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the_chil-

dren that when they cond,ct surveys, they are collecting,

data. It is not necessary.for the teacher or students to
learn the definitions nor to use all of the tering while

working on'their challenge. Rather, the children will begin

to use the words and understand the meanings as,they Jecome
involved in their investigations:

The numerical value obtained by dividing the.pum of the
elements of a set of data by the number oferements in that

set. Also called the mean.

The distance a vehicle (e:t.,.bicycle, car) travels from the
time the'brakes are applied to the-time it stops.

Setting and marking an instrument to correspond to standard

measurements.

An inward force on an object that causes it eo move in a

curved path. For example; when a car goes around a curve
the road exerts a.fqfce on the tires that causes the cat to

go in a curved path.

A traffic flow problem that exists when the volume or den-
sity of traffic affects average speed to the point where
normal traffic flow is reduced sharply.

A change from one form to another. Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the change from one unit of
measure to another or the change from one form of energy to

another.

Correlation A relationship between two sets of data.

Cost

Data

The amount of money needed ta producJ or to purchase goods

or services.

Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

1 1 8
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Degree -
4 unit of measurement of temperature.or angle.

Dengity
See Traffic.

Distribution
The spread of data over the range of possible results._.

Economics
A social sciente concerned chiefly with description and
analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption .
of goods and services.

Event
A happening; an otcurrence; something that takes place.
Example: a car arriving at an intersection.

Force
A push or a pull.

Frequency
The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time orlin a given total number of events.

A force between two rubbing surfaces that opposes their
relative motion.

Friction, Sliding

Time

Graph

Bar Graph I

113

The time interval between succgssive arrival times of vehi-cles at an intersection.

4

A drawing or a picture of one or seveyal sets of data.

A,graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizs are re-
presented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengthb of bars
of equal widths or lines. Example\ volume of cars along

.

several differenh street6 during a g ven time period.

Street No. of
Cars

Mesa 23
Juniper 14
Nevada 11
Main 26
Mountain 15

ji
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Scatter Graph A graph showing a scatter of points, each of which repre-
sents two characteristics of the same thing. For example,
in the graph below, the position ok each point indicates
the time a bus takes to get to achool vs. the distance it
travels.

Time Distance
(ii.)

36 9

39 13

44 12

57 18

58: 23

.1*
63 22

69 29

76 31

Histogrwn See Graph.

Hypothesis

Inference

-Mean

Median

11IMITUTIVXMIFE/175%111ZWIAZi
NI

311111ERKIIM

billfrialar1111114111111111CWI
TIP*

A tentative concluaidn madein order to test its implica-
tions or consequences.

An assumption derived from facts or information considered
to be valid and accurate.

See Average,.

The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have.
been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value has
as many elements above it as beliw it.

Mode The element or elements in a set of data that occur most
often.

Momentunci The momentum of an object in,the direction of its motion is
the product of its mass and apeed in the direction-of its
motion.
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Negative

Ordered Set

Peir Cent

A transparent material upon which a photographic image has
been formed; used for printing photographs.

A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Literally, per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 ptr cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentage A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Population Any group of objects (e.g., people, animals, items) or
events from which samples are taken for statistical measuie-
ment.

Probability The likelihood or chance (expressed ntimerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

Proportion A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the'first term
_divided by the second term equals the third term divided by
the fourth term,,e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Alsoe synonym for iatio:
when two quantities are in direct proportion, their ratiod
are the same.

Quartile
First The first quartile ts the value of the quarter-way piece of

data in an ordered set of data.

.Third The third quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordered set of data.

interguartile Range The range or length of the middlt 50% of an ordered set of
data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

Range The difference between the smallest and the lafgest values -,

in a set of data.
,

- Rank To order the members of a set according to some criterion-,
such as size or importance.',Example: to put pieces of
data from smallest to largest.

Ratio The quotient of two denominate nuMbers'or values indiciting
A=the relationship in quantity, size,.or mount between two
different things. For example, car speed is a ratio Of the
distance a car travels to the time it takes to cover this
distance, such as 100 feet .

3 seconds



Sample A representative fraction of a population studied to gain
information about the whole population.

Sample Size e number of elementi in a sample.

A direct proportion between two sets of dimensions (as be-
tween the dimensions in!a drawing of an intersection and
those of the actual intersection).

Scale Drawing A drawing whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the,
object drawn.

'Scale

Scale Map A map whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the di-
mensions of the area represented.

Scale Model A three-dimensionalicepresentation constructed to'scale.

Sight Distance The maximum distance from a given point at which a vehicle
can be seen.

Speed A measure of how fast something is moving. The distance
covered divided by the elapsed time.

Statistics The science of drawing cdhclusions or making-predictions

Tally

using a collection of qukntitativeAtata,

A visible record used to keepva 'count of some set of data,

especially a record of the number of times oil or more
events occur. Example: number of ears passing a .certain
point in a given period of time.

Traffic Density The number of vehicles on a fixed length of roadway at a
given instant.

-
Traffic Volume

Travel Time

Videotape

Visibility

The number of vehicles passing a fixed point on.a roadway
in a givenperiod offtime.

., The time required by a vehicle to over a given di a ance on
a roadway.

A magnetic tape used to record a tel vision product on.

A measure of how clear the atmosphere is. Technically, the
horizontal distance at which an object can be recognized by
the unaided eye.
f



./
,Work is done when a force is exerted through a distance.
Work is the prceuct of the force exerted and the distance
moved.

4
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of St 'tidy Utilized in Traffic Flow..

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which it pro-
' vides experience in the process of solving real problems.

' Many would,agree that this aspect of learning is so impor-
.tant as to deserve a regular place in tht school program
even if it means decreasing to some extent the tima,spent
in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving
is also an effective way of learning many of the skiab,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five charts and an extensive,
illustrative list.of skillS procmases, and areas of study
that are utilized in USMES. The charts rate Traffic Flow
according to its potential for learning in.variodS catego-
ries .of each of five subject areas--real problem solving,

mathematics,ficience, gsocia1 science, and language arts.
,The'rating system is based on the amount that each skill,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--
extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), jittle or no use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all USMKS units
in a similar'way.)

The chart for rial problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the problem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the
steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders, and many of thq steps can be.performed concurrently
by separate groups of students. Each aspect listed in the
chart applies not only to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each. Small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-
:iince with the problem-solving process.

The charts for mathematics, science, social science, and
langnage arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that may be learned.by students as they re-
spond to a Traffic Flow challenge and become involved with
certain activities. Because the.students initiate the ac-
tivities, it is impossible to state unequivocally which,
activities will take place. It is possible, however, to
document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and processes that have been used
by the students.

knowing in a4vance which skills 4nd processes are likely
to be,utilized in Traffic Flow and knowing the extent that
they will be used, teachers cun postpone the teaching of

1.30
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those sgills in the traditional manner until later in the
year. If the students have noe learned them during their
USMES activities by that time, they can study them in the
usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to inte-
grate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom, work.
For example, teachers may teach fractions during math period
when fractions are also being learned and utilized in the
students' USMES activities. Teachers iiho have used USMES
for several successive years have found that students
are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During
an USMES sessibn the teacher may allow the students to
learn the skills entirely on their own or from other gtu- 0 .

dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
nted for a particular skill arises.

-

Because differentliSMES units have differing eiphases on
the various aspects of problem solving and 'taxying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers,each
year might select several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to
consider. This choice should provide students wiih as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a-variety of skills,
processti, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The charts and lists on die following imges Can
also help teachers with this type of ganning.

. Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving'as a record-keeping tool,

noting each child's exposure to the various aspetts of the
process. Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers afd passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges but alio by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction Work in one unit may be en,
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their ne?ct unit.

Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utillized in
Traffic Flow. Like the charts, these lists are based on
documentation of activities that have taken place in USMES
classes. The greater detail of the lists allimOs teachers
to see exactly how the various basic skills, processes; and
areas of'study listed in the charts may arise in Traffic
Flow.

131



The numb examples in the real problem solving list
have been 1 ited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the examples were listed for some of the
categories. It should also be noted that the.example(s) in
the first category--/dentifying and Deflning Problemshave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the
unit. During the,course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their data or how to draw a
scale layout.

Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into its various subject atea components is a difficult and
highlY inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to
some extent arbitratyjor example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and
social science process begin? How does one distinguish
between the processes of real problem solving, of science,
an social science? Even within one subject area; the
,pr blem Still remains--what is the difference between graph-
i as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-

m has been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-
amples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with.much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics, science, social science, I

and language arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES'and in no way denies the
existence of other methods.

41.



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING Overall
Rating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations
needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,
setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways t6 obtain information
needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills and
processes.

Al

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,
constructing.

Asking questions., inferring.

Distinguishing fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant data,
reliable from unreliable sources.

1

1

2

1

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SQLVING.2

Evaluating procedures,used for:4ata
collection and analysis. Oefecting
flaws in process or errote in dila.

, .

.

Organizing and processing.data or informa-/.
tion.

Analyzing and interpreting data or_inforka-.
tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses,'sUg;-.

gesting possible solutions based,on data
collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions.in. terms:of'

practicality, social,values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.:

Trying out-various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and'displaying-data
formation. "-

e

Working to implemenesolutiOn(s) dhOsen
by the class.

Maki" generalizations thet miiht
true under similar circumsiancesi
applying problem-solving prodess tO
other real problems.

KEY: 1 ='extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

z

It
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MATHEMAT I CS

)t

classifying/Categbrizing
Counting
'Computation Using-Uperations
.:Addition/Subtraction
-MMltiplication/Divtsion
Jraaions/Ratios/Percentages

.'..lhipinese and Consumer Mathemaiics/

:MOney and Financ'
lleasuri4
'CoMparing

Bstimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
--Organiziiig_pata

Stitistical Anaiyeis
()Pinion SuxVeys/Samp1ing Techniques .

Graphing
Spatial Visultization/Geometry

I

Areas of Study

,

'Numeration SysteMs

Number Systems'ami7roperties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling
Symmetry/Similarity/Ccingruence

AccUracY/Measurement Error/ '7'.

. Extimatioil/ApproximatiMh

Statistics/RandoM iiroceeses/Prohability
Graphing/Functions .

.Fraction/Raiio

Maximum and Minimum Values

-24ilivalenCe/Inequa1ity/Equaelona
,Neney/Finance
Set Theory_

Overall

Latins-

3"

1

1
1
1

2

1

3

1

1

1 ,

2

1

1

1

3

2

REY: 1 ...-Xtensiire-use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, = little or no use
;

_

'SC I ENCE
1

Overall'

Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Expetimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Devices and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

leasuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to New
Problems

Areae 'of Study

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat

.41

NLight I

Sound
Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environmeni
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Amatomy/Physiology

1

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

.1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

-

.1±
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

.11S

Overall
Rating

Process

Observing/DescrIbingAlasilifying
Identifiing Piciblems, Variables,

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing HypothedseFN\

Collecttng, Reco Ing Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process-to Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responflibility for actions and
results

Developing interest-awl involvement in
human affairs

Recognizing the importance bfindividual
and'group contributiont to society

Developing inquisitiv ness, self-reliance,
and

Recognizin the lues o eration,
group work, and division 'of abok.

Understanding modes of inquiry used,in the
.sciences, appreciating their power and
precision

Respecting the views, thoughts, and f-

feelings of others

Beingopen to new ideas and information
Uearning theAmportance and influence of

values in decision making.

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics

Geography/Physical Environment

Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History

Social Psybhology/Individual alia'Group :

Behavior' .

Sociology/Social Systems

2

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

1
3

3

2

137
.-
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading

Literal Comprehension: becoding Words
Sentences, Paragraphs

Critical Reading: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking

Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Pnnctuation, Syntax, Usage
Compbsition

Study Skills

Outlining/Organizing

Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
, through speaking and writing
Appreciating the,value of written

resources
0

Developing ad interest in reading and
writing

Making judgments coAcerning what is read
Appr4ciating the value of different forma

of writing, different forms of'
comthunication

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 (moderate use,
3 = some usa, - = little or no use

Overall
_Rating

2

2

1

1

3

1

2

3

2

. 1
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REAL PROBLEM,SOLVING IN TRAFFIC.FLOW

Identifying and Denning Problems

Deciding on Information and
Investigations Needed

Determining What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Information Needed

Working Cooperatively in Groups

on Tasks

Making Decisions as Needed

49.

Studehts identify an area near fhe school where traffic
is frequently backed up' in the morning.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,'

Variables.

During a discussion students deCide to collect datcon
alimber'of cars and amount of time it takes cars to get

through the congested area.
After counting cars in the morning, children decide that

they need to count them at other times of day.
Students decide to research costs of various changes in

the flow of traffic in the problem area.

Children decide to collect data on the congested street
before trying to propose solutions.

Students decide that 'one child 1;ill hold the stopwatch

, while another records times when timing cars and buses
passing through congested area.

Students decide'that taking photographs is the best way
to count the number of cars that are in the congested
area at one time.

44, Children plan to conduct opinlon surveys to obtain sug-

. gestions for improving thaNtraffic probliem.
Children decide to ask traffic officials aqut-traffic
laws and methods of_collrecting traffic data:

Students form groua to collect data on numbers of cars
and times of cats and to take measurements for making
A'scale map or model,of the intersaction.

Students decide to work in groups so that more can be
accomplished.

ob

Children decide to propose making the street one-way as
'a solution.

Students deade to make a presen tation of their proposed
change to local traffic officials.



Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures--Opinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifping,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

Distinguishing Eact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Un4eliable Sources

141

Children use trundle Wheels or meter sticks to measure
distances for making a scale map or model.

Children make graphs of car counts and times.
Children recognize that making the roadway less congested
will help many people besides themselves.

Students write letters to local traffic officials.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL-SCIENCE, AND

LANGUAGE ARTS lists. ,

Students take photographs and count the number of cars
ancbuses in the photographa.

Students time cars passing through the congested area.
Children measure streets and make'a scale map or model
of the problem area.

Children conduct opinion survey to-find out low others
view the traffic,problem.

Students investigate the costs of various possible
'changes.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
Measuring:

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;
ManipUlating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and donstructing.Measuring Devices and Eguipr
ment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data..

. See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: 'Observing/Describing/

Classifying; Manipulating, C6ntrolling Variables/
.Experiinenting; Colleoting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whebber,a 4rticular street is congested and
infer from data collected that it is.

Studenti ask which of several alternative suggestions
for rerouting traffic to recommend. They infer that
the cheapest and easiest tO eidorce will be most
acceptable to,authorities.

R. See also SCIENOE list: Jhferring/Predicting/Forniulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling. -

e'See alto SOCIAL SCIFNCE list: Inferring/Predicting/For=4 mulaiing, Testing Hypotheses.

go Students recognize'the.qualitative aspectsidf obtaining
data from opinion surveys as distinct from slata they

' gather at the congested area.

142
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Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant 'from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources (cont.)

Evaluating Procednres Used for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Organizing and Processing Data"

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting*, Formulating Hypotheses,

Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected

1 3 .

Children recognize that traffic officials are reliable
sources for information on traffic laws and that the
traffic departMent can be used to obtain information
on costs of various chadges.

Students evaluate themanner in which car and bus times
were measured. They agree thatthey cannot time every
car and decide to time only a certain type of car.

Students realize that more than one camera must be used
to "cover" the congested area. They decide to use two
cameras'and synchronize them so that the photos are
taken at the same instant.

Children measuring street distances with trundle wheels
and meter sticrei-bbtain different.results. They dis-
cuss the discrepancies and choose the best instrument
to use.

Students decide that their opinion surveys are biased
towards one favored alternative. They improve the word-
ing to eliminate this problem.

See also MAiHEMATICS.list: Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off.

To draw histograms, students order and group measurements
of times of cars passing ihrough the congested area.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing,
Processing Leta.

Students find median time for a car to pass through the
congested area.

Students find that there are more cars in the congested
area in the morning than in the afternoon.

Children find'that 90% of the people,surveyed feel that
"the congested area needs some kind of change.
See also-MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical Analy-

sis; 4Vinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,

Interpreting_pata.

111 After collecting data on traffic flow and conducting ail

opinion survey, the students decide that parking should
be eliminated on the street during congested periods.

1 4 q



Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected (cont.)

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
Terms of Practicality, Social Values,
Efficacy, Aestheetc Values

After investigating, students predict that other streets
could handle extra traffic if the congested street is
made one-way.

' See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Students evaluate costs of having a policeman or police
woman on duty to help direct traffic.

Children determine whether widening the street or making
traffic one-way would be a better solution in terms of
land use.

Trying Out Various Solutions and i Students use simulation to model changes in the traffic
Evaluating the Results, Testing

, flow in order to evaluate their proposed solution.
Hypotheses i Children collect data after a change has been made to

.see if the flow of traffic has been improved.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing #ypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formu-,,
lating, Testing Hypotheses

Communicating and Displaying Data or
Inkormation

Working to Implement Solution(s) Chosar-
by the'Class

Making Generalizationt That Might Hold
_True'Vnder Similar Circumstances; Applying
Problem-Solving Process to Other Real
Problems

115

Students draw bar graphs and histograms to show car counts
and times of cars passing through the congested &res.

Children make q-q graphs to compare car times passing
through the intersection before and after the proposed
changes.

Students-draw scale layoUt of congested area.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing; Scaling.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,
Displaying Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students make presentation of Aroposed changes to traffic
authority..

.

Students working on Traffic Flow apply skills acquired to
work on Pedestrian Crossings.

Chadren use graphing skills developgd while Organizing
data on car and bus times for displaying ,data on other
probleis.

146
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Making Genera14zations That Might Hold
True Under Similar Circumstances; Applying
PrOlem-Solving Process to Other Real
Problems (dont.).

".

See.also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process

'to Hew Problems.
See also.SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying
Process to Doily Life.



ACTIVITIES,IN TRAFFIC FLOW UTILIZING.MATREMATICS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

Couating

COmputation'Usiag Operations:,

AdAition/Subtraction','
, .

I

Computation Using Operations:
. Multiplication/Division,

COmplitatiOn Using OperatiOnsT

Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
-',

1

Categorizing chaiacteristics (number of cars, types of
-streete or intersections) w4cre the flow of traffic is
,impeded.

See also SCIENCE list: Classifying.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCElist: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

r

Counting survey data on Opinions of parente, students,
officials, etc., about a traffic problem.

' Coua number of minutes or seconds, numberof meters,
rLmber of cars while collecting traffic data.

Counting by sets to find scale for graph axes.
Counting votes'for determining what solution to recommend.

Adding one- or ma-digit whole numbers to find total tally
of cars or total measurement of street length.

tiding minutes and seconds when timing cars.

Subti.acting to find differences between Car speeds before
encl.:after the speed,limit is changed.

. SubtraCting one- or two-digit whole numbers,to find
rangesJor graph axes or for measurement data.

S'atracting medians to compare gets'of data.

Multii;iYing whole numbers to find total tally of cars,-
total measurement of etreet length.

*ping multiplicaiion and division to incjkase or decrease
--measurements for egale drawings, scale models.

Multiplying and dividing to convert feet per second to
miles per hour.

Dividing to calculate average travel time, car speed,
number of cars.

.Dividing to calculate percentage otters traveling a
certaid speed or less, etc.

Using mixed numbers in making a scale model.

Changing fractions to higher or lower.termS (e4uivalent
'-fractions) to perform operations such as addition and
division.

1 el 9
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Camputation Using Operations: Using ratios and fractions to convert from feet per second
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages (cont.) to miles per hour.

Using ratios to increase or decrease measurements for a
icale drawing or model of a problem area.

Using fractions in measurement, graphing, graphic com,..\
. parisons, scale drawings or models.

'Calculating percentage of people favoring particular
. solutions to aotraffic problem.

1
t Caloulating actual measurements from scale maps of an

intersection ustng ratio of scale map. -......_ .

Calculating percentage of cars turning right, percentage,
.of cats traveling a certain speed or under, etc.

Computation Using Operations:
Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance

MeasUring

Comparing

1-:

Adding, ibtracting, multiplying, and dividing dollars

and c ts to perform cost analysis of various solutions
to a traffic problem.

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and .

limitations of revenues for road design, constructions,
. etc.

Investigating and comparing costs of widening road, making
new roads,'synchronizing traffic control equip&nt; etc.,-

Converting from yards to feet, inches to feet, centimeters
to meters, minutes to seconds, and vice versa.

Using different standard units of meaSure to measnre dis-
tances of roadways.

Using different measuring toOls to Measure lengths,
widths of roadways.

Reading stopwatches, meter sticks, tape measUres, trundle
yheels accurately.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE liip#Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring.

Comparing quantitative data on travel times, traffic
density, and speed gatherelong roadways with in-
4forznation gathered by traffic officials.

Comparing qualitative information on a problem area
gathered from various,sources, such as people's
observations and opi ns.

Comparing qualitative 4ta gathered from an opinion survey
with quantitative data gathered at the problem area.

Comparing estimated and actual measurements on car speeds,
street lenvh.

-4 30



Comparing (cont.) Making graphic comparisons of car travel times at
different times of day.

Comparing costs of various alternative solutiOns.
Comparing speeds of cars along A roadway.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

-
Estimating/ApprOximating/ Estimating error in qualitative judgments on traffic prob-
Rounding Off lems when collecting survey data.

' Estimating the number of cars that will slow down if the-
speed limit is changed.

Estimating car travel times before collecting data tr
costs of different solutions before checking with
authorities:-

'Estimating traffic density by eyeballing.

Determining when a measurement of street distance is

Organizing Data

Statistical Analysis

likely to be accurate enough for a scale map.
Using approximation when cohstructing scale models:

o Rounding off data while measuring length of streets,
travel times, etc.

Rounding off data after measuring lengih.of streets,
speeds, etc.
. "_

Tallying on bar graphs, histograms.

Ordering real numbers on graph axis.

Ordering the steps in the process of collecting data.
Ordering survey results ou opinions about a traffic ,

problem.

, Ordering numher_of_centimeters, seconds, etc.
Ordering quantitatiVe daL oh"distances, travel times,

speeds.

,See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Finding the median in an ordered set of data on travel
times, number .of cars, etc.

Arlaking repeated measurements of street widths and using
the a:0Jan measurement.

Assessing accuracy of estimate of all car times passing
through a problem area based on results from a small
sample.

Finding quartiles from ordered data or histogram on*Car
travel tinies. 1

1 51
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Statistical Analysis (cont.)

Opinion SUrveys/Sampling Techniques

Determining the interquartile range of travel time data.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data. 6

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Conducting opinion surveys about traffic problems; de-
fining data collection methods, makeup and size of
sample.

Devising methods ot obtaining quantitative information
about subjective opinions on traffic problems,:

Evaluating the way survey was organized, data obtained,
size andlitype of samples.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:. Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Graphing a. .Using alternative methods of displaying data on car
speeds.

Making a graph form--dividing axes into parts, deciding
on an appropriate scale.

Representing data on graphs.
Bar graph--plotting individual car travel times,

traffic density at different.times of day.

Histogramplotting the number of cars that pass
. through in certain times (travel times).
Conversion graph--plotting feet per second vs. miles ,

per hour.

Scatter graphplotting distances of buts routes vs.
times the buses take.

Q-Q graph--plotting car travel times before &change
vs. times after a change.

Obtaining information from graphs on car travel times, d4
speeds, mumber of cars.

Reprebenting several sets of data on one graph, e.g.,
speeas of cars at different times of day..

See alad SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
- See altiO SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data

Spatial VisUalization/Geometry Drawing a map or constructing a model of a congested
area.

Designing a new system of roadways.
Constructing and using a circle when making a trundle.
wheel.
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Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

Using standard mensurational formulas such as circumfer-
ence (of trundle wheel) = Tr x diameter.

Measuring and constructing a 'scale model using rulers or,
meter sticks.

Using ,spatial arrangemants to convey information about a
congested area. °

Using metric system in measuring distances.
Using fractions in measuring feet.
Using decimal system in making cost analyses of various

solutions.

Number Systems and Properties See Computation Using Operations.

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions Se Measuring.

-

Scaling Deriving information from scale maps or scale models of a
problem area.

Finding an appropriate scale for the °scale map or model:
Using a scale to draw and make representations in the

scale map or model.
Making a scale map or model of a problem area.

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

Accuraty/Maasurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

'Statistics/Random Processes/ See Statistical Analysis.
Probability

Graphing/Functions See Graphing.

Fraction/Ratio See Computation Liking Operations: Fractions/Ratios/
Percentages.



Maximum and Minimum yalues cFinding the traffic solutions that will solve the
problem at minimum cost.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations See Comparing and Computation Using Operations

Money/Finance

ts

See Co

Cons

II utation Using Operation: Business and
er Mathematics/Money and Finance.

;
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Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Variables

Vft

ACTIVITIES IN TRAFFIC FLOW UTILIZING SCIENCE

Defining Variables Operationally

Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting

Observing and describing various traffic problems in the
vicinity of the school.

Noting that traffic is greater at certain times of day.
Describing various kinds of traffic systems and how they

are suited to different areas.
See,also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
:Classifying.

Classifiping streets as congested or uncongested.
Classifying alternative road designs or systems by
-expense, efficiency, etc.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL'SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Identifying travel times,,car speeds, number of vehicles,
width of roadway, as things to measure for determining
safety or congestion of a roadway.

Identifying number of cars, speeds of cars, travel times,
system of roadways as factors to change to make the
roadway safer.,

Identifying time of day and weather as factors to be held
constant.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.

Defining travel time as the time a car takes to go from
one pointsto another.

Defining number of vehicles as number of cars or buses
in a certain distance.of roadway'at a certain time.

Defining specific time or distance to be used in
.collectingdata on speed.

Measuring travel times, speeds of cars, and number of
cars at same times of the day and in the same weather
conditions to compare different problem locations.

Measuring car speeds before and after warning signs are'
put up.

i
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Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting (cont.)

Designing and Constructing Measuring
Devices ail Equipment

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data

Organizing, Processing Data.

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Constructing trundle wheels for measuring street
distances.

It

Inferring from the data collected that a street is con-
gested.

Predicting that making a street one-way will alleviate
the congestion.

Designing simulations to try out various possible solu-
tions.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Using a stopwatch to measure travel times and recording
them.

Taking photographs to determine density of cars.

Taking distance and time measurements to determine speed.
Measuring distances of streets in order to make a scale

map or model of the area.
Colledting and recording data obtained from simulations.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: ColleCting, Recording
Data/Measuring.

Ordering travel time, car speed, and density data from
smallest to largest.

Tabulating measurements of the problem area before making
a scale map or model.

Ordering data obtained from simulations of alternative
traffic flow patterns.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring, Organizing Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing
Data.

Calculating the averag% or median travel time or speed.
Determining that an area is.congested from analysis of

number of cars and car travel time.
Determining that a particular solution is best from re-

sults of simulations.



Analyzing, Interpreting Data (cont.) See also MATHEMA TICS list:. Comparing; Statistical Analy-

Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems

Areas of Study

lie.asurement

Motion

sis; Graphing; Opdnion Surveys/Sampling Techniques.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Showing data on various types of graphs.

Showing problems and solutfons on a scale map or model
of the intersection.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Using knowledge acquired,from working on a traffic
probiem to help solve other problems involving traffit
or pedestrians, as in Pedestrian CrOssings unit.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying '

Process to Daily Life.

Using stopwatches to measure arrival times for cars,
speed of cars, and car traveItimes.

Measuring distances with trundle wheels, meter sticks,
yardsticks, and tape measures.

Using photographs to determine traffic density.
See alsol4ATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

Speed/Velocity Observing and calculating the'speeds of cars.

Circular Mbtion Noting that the circular motion of the car wheels is
changed to the forward motion of the automobile; niFing
that forward motion of trundle wheel is changed to,

apircular motion.

105

Acceleration. Observing acceleration when cars gradually gain speed as
they start from a stop.

See also Force.
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L. Observing that force must be used to push a trundle wheel
or use a hand saw.

Centripetal Force

Momentum/Inertia

Friction

Mechanical Work and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

Properties of Matter

Observing that toy cat.a fall off model cloverleaf ramps
if they are moving too fast or if the curvature of the
ramp is too great; noting that,the force required to
keep an object moving along a curved path increases as
the velocity increases, increases as mass increases,
and increases as the radius of the curve decreases.

Noting that cars take longer to stop if their initial
speed is greater because of their.greater momentum.

Observing that objects at rest do not move until a force
acts upon them.

Noting that cars stay in motion at a constant speed
unless an outside force acts upon them.

Observing that the road surface becomes heated when cars
stop quickly because friction between the two surfaces
generates heat.

Observing that cars skid more easily on wet spots or icy
patches because smooth surfaces generate less friction
thah rough ones.

III Observing that pushing trundle wheels or hand saws or
hammering nails requires energy.

Observing that saber saws require less human work-to use
than hand saws because they transform electrical energy
into mechanical energy.

See also Motion and Force.

Comparing the properties of lumber and Tri-Wall before
constructing scale models of trundle wheels.



ACTIVITIES IN TRAFFIC FLOW UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying

Identifying Problems, Variables

I fig

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting

. .

Inferrini/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring

Organizing and classifying sets of ideas or information.
Observing and describing problems of children riding buses

that are held up by.traffic congestion.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/Classifying.

Identifying problems of children who are late for school
because of,traffic jams.

Identifying factors that affect drivers (weather,-ftus-
tration due to being "stuck" in traffic, etc.).

Identifying variables that affect the results on an
opinion survey, e.g., time of day, age of people, habits
of people.

See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Conduceing an opinion survey of different ages of people,
at different times of day or under different conditions
tp see whether there is a change.

See.also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring that the results of an opinion survey of a
sample of people reflect the opinions of many people.

Inferring that a particular street is most congested,
based on results from an opinion survey.

Inferring that a particular solution to a traffic prob-
lem is preferred, based on preference surveys of
drivers, local officials, or residents.

See Also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses.

ColleOting data in opinion surireys.,

Using a voting procedure to detetmine who will be in
each group (if there is a conflict).

See also MATHEMATItS list: Counting, Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data. .
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Organizing, Proch:sing Data'

AnalYzing,' Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to
Daily Life

I.

Attitudes/ValueS

Accepting Responsibility for Actions
and,ReSults

Developing Interest and Involvement in
Human Affairs

Tallying votes to determine which solution to recommend.
Tallying and ordering results of questionnaire data on

traffic problems or on preferences for a solution.
,See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.

%Comparing qualitative information gathered from inter-
views of various groups of people.

Evaluating way in which survey was administered, size and
makeup of sample.

Comparing data obtained-from different groups of people
or from samples of different sizes.

Assessing accuracy of the results of the opinion surveys.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Graphing; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques. ,

See also SCIENCE list; Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Representing survey data_on traffic problems or solutions
on graphs or charts.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also SCIENCE list: Communicating,, Displaying Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list,

Using knowledge acquired from taking opinion surveys of
drivers to help solve other problems where attitudes
are importaht.

Using knowledge acquired while working on a traffic
problem to help solve other urban problems.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems.

Making sure that various tasks, such as data collecting,
miking scale models, trundle wheels, etc., are done.

Stheduling and giving presentations to persons in
anthority (principal, traffic department officials).

Making sure that data collection activities are carried
out safely and efficiently.

Attempting to have,dangerous or congested roadways
improved.



Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group ContribUtions
to Society

Develo ing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Relian e, and Initiative

oRegOgnizing that their improvement of a roadway helps , 1

..,...:

others. . .
. . .

Assessing the effects of group action on local gOvernment.
.

regulations.

Conducting group sessions. .

.

Finding solutions to problems encountered in addition tso
the main groblem of the challenge.

Using the telephone to find inforiation, to get.in'touch
,.

with officials, etc. . ..';'' -,
,

ChOosing and developing the best way of presenting io ,

traffic authorities a plan for improvinga 'roadway-
;.- ..

Recognizing the Values o'f Cooperation, , Finding that work on a txaffic problem progrePses mgre
. .

Group Work, and Division of Labor c rapidly and smoothly when they.work in grodp4. ,
,

Eliminating neddlesP,averlagin Work.
i

.

Findini,that.work is fun when people cooperate.,
N.' -°

'.'=
.,, .. '". -:.....

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used 6sing scientific modes of inquirY..,to.in;,Testigate aii:O....
in the Sciences, Appreciating their solve a PrOblemmith'a'dangeroua or, congested area,
Power and Precision Convincing others' phrough,g0e)of.,supporEing data, graphs,

And.amaps.that:,6ir improvemeritstb-A,roadway Axe
needed and desirable., -; ,:

04- . ..

0.Seeing that various tr4fiq:iniprO'Vements can be simulated:
. . .

. ,

by using --a sca1a.mociel". -' :".:'..: :: , , -

.t...See MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists. , ,,
.,

. ..,
... ....

Respecting the Views, Thought's, and
Feelings of Others

le/ng Open to New Ideas mxd

Information

L.,

,
,- '.. .

$

n , . ,
, , .

Considering all suggestions arid. assessing their /writ.
Considering:the opinions of others when, prOposing, a '

- ! :dhangefOva traffi6 problem.'
Recognizingfarid,respeCting differencep in values according.

-' to agelexperience,,00cupation, tncdme, interests,...
Oult4e, tace,' '.religion,ethnic:bacground..

.. .. ,

..

Asking' qt.* members pf the 'plass for ideas; puggestiOns?
0 ConsideringAther ways of doing various-tasks.
0 Conducting lihratTr search on-traffic lawS-1- 4466omicsof

road-Aesigni..etc, , - .
y'

, liskirk Uther-petrPle or .dpinioha, 'ideas,' and information ,
.by ottn4uqpi.ni ineeViews or 'Survey:J..

, ,



'Learang thi fitiportanci and InfluenCe Realizing that cost effectiyeness alone is not sufficient
orValuo.iirbecision Makifig in_considering a solution to a traffic problem; effects

on people, land, and cOMmunities must also be considered.
Reiliting" that Motorist& and pedestrians have different
values fhat affect their preference for regulations'
and road design and that both must be Considered'in any

, solution.

A:rotas-Of-Study
.

Economics:
s

!

Geograihi/Physical Environment_

6 P

Fqlitical'Sdienyeiirmint Systems

:

kacentLocal 'History

Social Psychology/Indi4idual and
Groqp Behavior

'Investigating and analyzing costs of various improyementi
tii:a traffic problem. ..1"

'Gaiiiint experience with finance: sources, uses; and.
liftitations of revenues for road constru5tion, traffic
controls, etc.

Investigating differences in traffic problems due to
differences in topography of a region (e.g., steep:

?

Making and' using maps of streets near the school.

Investigating systems of administration and Control;
deciphering role of governing body over the body.that

governed. . .

,Investigating traffic rules and regulations.
Working with'school and traffic authorities to discues

improvements got roadways,
Finding the most effective way to influence decision
making about a traffic problem. -

Investigating previous attemp,ts to improve a dangerous qr
congested traffic situation.-

. Investigating,frequency and causes of previous-,traffic
accidents.

Developing i gimmick for advertising the need for driver
caution and safe practices; , ,* :

Finding the Most effective way to approach-traffic
authorities'about a prpblem.

Recognizing need for leadership cathin email:and:large
groups; recognizing differirig.capacities of IndividUale

joryariou&roles within groups.

)i
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Boc
Gro

Phychology/Individual'and
Behavior (cont.)

Sociology/Social Systems

-

,

-

'"

Analyzing the effects of a,small group making decisions
- for a larger group. ',.

Investigating problems and maki -changes that affect not
4

only EheMbelves, but other students and people in the
community.

Devising a system of wOrking cooperatively in small and
,

large groups.

Working within established social systems- -the school or
community--to promote changes in a problem area.

Recognizing that there are many different aocial groups
and that one person belongs to More than one soCial
group. ,

a

,
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HBasic Skills

Reading:

ACTIVITIES IN TRAFFIC FLOW UTILTZING LANGUAGE ARTS

49

Literal Comprefiension--Decading

Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:

Critical Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language:
Speaking

,

Oral Language:

Listening

' Oral Language:

Memorizing

Written Langtiage:

Spelling

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading41116
information on traffic regulations, traffic controls,
etc.

Obtaining factual infOrmation,about traffic regulations,
controls, etc.

Understanding what is read about traffic regulations,
controls, costs, etc.

Interpreting what is read, such as rules, regulations,
information on costs.

Offering ideas, suggestions, and critiCisms during
discussions in small group work and class discussions
on problems and proposed solutions.

Reporting to class on data-collecting, graphing, map-
drawing activities of small groups.

Responding to criticisms of activities.
Preparing, practicing, and giving effective oral presen-

tations as part of the salution to the challenge.

Preparing, practicing, and giving skits, slide/tape
shows, public address announcements, etc., pramoting
driver safety.

Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain
information about traffic regulations, traffic controls,
costs of various solutions, etc.

Conducting opinion surveys bn traffic problems.
Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Conducting interviews of drivers; merchants, authorities.
Following spoken directions.

Memorizing portions of oral presentations on a traffic
problem and proposed solutions.

Using correct spelling in writing reports, letters to
authorities proposing solutions to a traffic problem.
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Written Language:

Grammar--Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Study Skills:

, Outlining/Organizing

Study Skills:

Use of References and Resources

ttliudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

Appreciating the Value of Written
Resources

113

Writing to communicate effectively:

preparing written reports and letters using notes,
data, graphs, etc., communicating need fot proposed
changes at a congested or dangerous location

writing slogans, skits, videotape skits, posters,
etc., promoting driver safety

writing opinion.surveys for deivers or other people;
devising questions to elicit desired information;
judging whethet a question is relevant and whether
Its Meaning is clear.

Taking notes when doniqulting authorities or books about
road design, traffic rules, costs, etc.

Developing opinion survey for drivers or others; ordering
questions around central themes, such as traffit

, problems or possible solutions.

Planning presentations, data collection schemes, etc.
- Planning and preparing drafts of letters, reports for

critical review by the class'before final- copy is
written.

Organizing ideas, facts, data,for inclusion in letters,
reports, presentations, etc. -

Using the library to research information on road design,
traffic regulations, controls, etc.

Inviting a traffic authority to speak to the class and
answer questions for them.

Using indexes and tables bf content's of books to locate
desired information.'

Using "How To" Cards for information on graphing, using
a stopwatch, etc.

Finding that traffic officials may be persuaded to change
a road design when presented with definite, documented
reasons for doing so.

Finding tham4ertain desired information can be found in
books on road design, regulaiions, traffic,- etc.



Developing an Interest in Reading
and Writing

Making Judgments COncerhing What
is Read

Appreciating the Value'of.Different
Forms of *Writing, Different Forms
of Communication

. .

Willingly looking up information on road design, costs,
'regulations, etc.

Looking up more detailed information on road design,
costs, reitlations, etc.

Showing desire to workion drafting letters, reports, on
scripting skits, videotapes, etc.

Deciding whether what is read is applicable to the par-
ticular problem.

Deciding how reliable the information obtained from
'reading is.

Deciding whether the written material is appropriate,
whether it says what it is supposed.to say, whether it
may need improvement,

Finding that how information can be best conveyed is
determined ii part by,the.audience to whom it is
directed.

Finding that'ceriain data or information can be best
conveYed by writing it down, preparing graphs or
charts, etc.

Finding that certain,data or inLmatioxishould bed
written aown so that it can be referred to at a later
time.

Finding that spoken instructions are sometimes better
than written instructions, and vice versa.,


